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Ge Jin
We develop several new techniques to better retrieve Earth’s structure by analyzing
seismic surface waves. These techniques are applied in regional studies to understand a
variety of tectonic structures and geodynamic processes in Earth’s crust and upper mantle.
We create an automated method to retrieve surface-wave phase velocities using dense
seismic arrays. The method is based on the notion of using cross-correlation to measure
phase variations between nearby stations. Frequency-dependent apparent phase velocities
are inverted from the phase-variation measurements via the Eikonal equation. The multi-
pathing interference is corrected using amplitude measurements via the Helmholtz equation.
The coherence between nearby-station waveforms, together with other data-selection criteria,
helps to automate the entire process. We build up the Automated Surface-Wave Measuring
System (ASWMS) that retrieves structural phase velocity directly from raw seismic wave-
forms for individual earthquakes without human intervention. This system is applied on the
broad-band seismic data recorded by the USArray from 2006-2014, and obtain Rayleigh-wave
phase-velocity maps at the periods of 20-100 s. In total around half million seismograms
from 850 events are processed, generating about 4 million cross-correlation measurements.
The maps correlate well with several published studies, including ambient-noise results at
high frequency. At all frequencies, a significant contrast in Rayleigh-wave phase velocity
between the tectonically active western US and the stable eastern US can be observed, with
the phase-velocity variations in the western US being 1-2 times greater. The Love wave
phase-velocity maps are also calculated. We find that overtone interference may produce
systematic bias for the Love-wave phase-velocity measurements.
We apply surface-wave analysis on the data collected by a temporary broad-band seismic
array near the D’Entrecasteaux Island (DI), Papua New Guinea. The array comprises 31
inland and 8 off-shore broad-band seismic sensors, and were operated from March 2010 to
July 2011. We adopt the ASWMS to retrieve phase velocities from earthquake signals,
and apply the ambient-noise analysis to obtain the Rayleigh-wave phase velocities at higher
frequencies. The multi-band phase velocities are inverted for a three-dimensional shear-
velocity model of the crust and the upper mantle. The result reveals localized lithosphere
extension along a rift-like axis beneath the DI, with a shear-velocity structure similar to an
adiabatic upwelling mantle. West of the DI, very slow shear velocities are observed at shallow
mantle depth (30-60 km), which we interpret either as the presence of in situ partial melt
due to inhibited melt extraction, or as the existence of un-exhumed felsic crustal material
embedded within the surrounding mantle.
Love waves contain important information to constrain the upper-mantle radial anisotropy.
However, Love-wave fundamental-mode phase-velocity measurements are often contaminated
by overtone interference, especially within regional-scale arrays. We evaluate this problem
by analytically and numerically evaluating the behavior of synthetic wavefields consisting of
two interfering plane waves with distinct phase velocities but comparable group velocities.
The results indicate large phase variance due to the interference that can explain the sys-
temic bias observed in data. We develop a procedure that utilizes amplitude measurements
to correct for the interference effect. The synthetic tests show the correction can significantly
reduce the phase-velocity variance and the bias generated by the interference.
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Earthquakes are like lightning, each strike lighting up the darkness of Earth’s interior. Over
a century scientists have studied the propagation of the seismic waves, which is the elas-
tic energy released by earthquakes, and used them to explore the deep structures and the
dynamic processes of the planet that we all live on.
Among the different types of seismic waves, surface waves draw the attention of many
seismologists as the late-arriving phases which usually have the largest amplitude. They
propagate along the shallow part of the earth, and carry information about heterogeneities
in crust and upper mantle that is complementary to that provided by seismic body waves.
Surface waves are dispersed, since different frequencies are sensitive to structures at different
depths, which makes it more challenging to quantitatively describe their propagation. They
can be measured by different means. One of the most common methods is to estimate phase
velocity, the speed at which the phase of each individual frequency varies along the path.
The frequency-dependent phase velocities can then be converted into the shear velocities at
depth through a non-linear inversion.
Based on the particle-motion direction, surface waves can be divided into two categories:
Rayleigh waves and Love waves. Although they sample similar parts of the earth, the struc-
tures they each suggest are not always consistent. This so-called Love-Rayleigh discrepancy
is an important constraint on the earth’s radial anisotropy, which is related to mantle flow
pattern, crystal alignment, and melt geometry, among other processes (e.g. Gaherty , 2004;
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Gaherty and Dunn, 2007; Holtzman and Kendall , 2010).
The estimation of surface-wave phase velocity depends on single-station phase mea-
surements. Several techniques have been developed to estimate surface-wave frequency-
dependent phase, from utilizing basic Fourier transform (Forsyth and Li , 2005), to applying
multi-channel narrow-band filters (e.g. Levshin et al., 1992), to cross-correlating the wave-
form with either synthetic waveforms (e.g. Gee and Jordan, 1992; Ekström et al., 1997),
or the waveform from another station on the same great-circle path (e.g. Landisman et al.,
1969).
The phase variations at stations can then be inverted for two-dimensional phase-velocity
maps. At this stage, several methods are developed under different assumptions. The first
category of methods is based on the straight-ray theory, in which the phase observations
are represented as integral of phase slowness along the source-receiver path (e.g. Nettles and
Dziewoński , 2008), or between the two stations on the same great-circle path (e.g. Yao et al.,
2005; Foster et al., 2014a). The second category attempts to account for ray-bending and
finite-frequency effects, which can be substantial for surface waves (e.g. Evernden, 1954;
Zhou et al., 2005). These methods include the application of arrival-angle corrections to
two-station measurements (Foster et al., 2014a), Eikonal tomography (Lin et al., 2009),
and finite-frequency kernel estimation (Zhou et al., 2006). The final type of phase-velocity
inversion methods utilize amplitude measurements to reduce the multi-pathing interference,
including the two-plane-wave method (Forsyth and Li , 2005) and the recently developed
Helmholtz tomography (Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011).
Many of these methods are based on array analysis, which improves our ability to focus on
a specific region of interest, regardless of the location of the source. With dense observations,
it allows some techniques to increase result resolution by accounting for waveform complexity
(e.g. Forsyth and Li , 2005; Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011). However, array analysis is limited in
resolution at long periods due to the finite frequency effect, and it is susceptible to biases
associated with limited propagation distances.
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The deployment of large, dense arrays has become common in seismic experiments. Sub-
stantial amount of data are collected in real time and open to the public. Among the
experiments, the Transportable Array (TA) under the USArray program stands out by its
data volume and coverage area. The TA project includes more than 400 broad-band seis-
mic sensors deployed with ∼70-km grid spacing, spanning from the west coast to the east
to cover the entire US continent. The communication system installed at the sites allows
for real-time data collection and archiving. Such a large and growing dataset is ideal for
surface-wave analysis, however an automated system is required to accommodate the speed
of data growth.
We develop a new technique to meet the challenge in Chapter 2. The Automated Surface-
Wave phase-velocity Measuring System (ASWMS) is based on the cross-correlation technique
to measure frequency-dependent phase delays between all possible nearby station pairs. Co-
herence between the waveforms is used to identify low-quality measurements. The measured
phase delays, together with single-station amplitude measurements, are then inverted for
two-dimensional phase-velocity maps at each frequency.
We successfully automate the entire process. By combining the cross-correlation analysis
with an automated data-fetching interface from IRIS Data Service program, we develop a
program that can operate by itself and update the US Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity results
on a weekly basis. The program has been adopted by IRIS as a data product (http://ds.
iris.edu/ds/products/aswms/). The phase velocity results, together with the ASWMS,
are available for the public to download through the IRIS website.
After the methodology development, we turn our focus to its regional application. In
Chapter 3, we apply the surface-wave analysis in the region near the D’Entrecasteaux Islands
(DI), Papua New Guinea (PNG). The DI are located at the tip of the Woodlark rifting
system, where the continental rift is actively transforming into sea-floor spreading (e.g. Taylor
et al., 1999; Ferris et al., 2006). Previous studies show the crust beneath the DI has been
thinned by 30-50%, while the body-wave tomography results suggest a upwelling mantle
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(Abers et al., 2002; Ferris et al., 2006). The islands expose high-pressure (HP) terranes
comprised of several gneiss domes with diameters of 20-30km. These gneiss domes are mostly
felsic in composition (quartzofeldspathic), and one bears the youngest-known ultrahigh-
pressure (UHP) coesite eclogite (Baldwin et al., 2004, 2008; Little et al., 2011). The HP/UHP
rocks have a composition similar to continental crust. The isotropic analysis reveals an
exhumation history at plate-tectonic rates (few cm/year) from ∼100-km depth since 5-8 Ma
(e.g. Baldwin et al., 2008; Gordon et al., 2012).
The exhumation mechanism of the UHP rocks remains debated, with two competing
families of models: low-angle extensional unroofing of previously subducted UHP rocks,
perhaps associated with subduction reversal along a paleo-subduction channel (Hill et al.,
1992; Webb et al., 2008), and thinning of overlying crust to allow diapiric penetration of
buoyant continental rocks to the surface (Ellis et al., 2011; Little et al., 2011).
In order to provide better constrains on the geodynamic process in this area, we deployed
31 land-based and 8 ocean bottom broad-band seismometers, with ∼20-km station spacing,
to cover a 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ area around the DI. The stations collected seventeen months of data,
and the project team has applied a wide range of observational techniques to these data to
image crust and mantle structure in the region.
Here we present the surface-wave analysis on these data, which provides a three-dimensional
shear-velocity model of the curst and upper-most mantle. We applied ASWMS to 93 teleseis-
mic earthquakes recorded on the array, and obtained phase-velocity maps across the region
within the band between 20-60 s period. In order to better constrain the shallow structure,
we apply the ambient-noise technique to obtain phase velocities at higher frequencies. The
idea of applying cross correlation on ambient noise to recover the green function between two
simultaneously recording stations can be traced back as early as Aki (1957). It was not until
fifty years later that the method became popular because of the availability of dense seismic
networks (e.g. Shapiro et al., 2005; Bensen et al., 2007). In the PNG case, we perform the
ambient-noise measurements in the frequency domain, following the algorithm developed Ek-
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ström et al. (2009) and Ekström (2013). A new Bessel-function waveform fitting technique is
developed to better estimate the phase delays between the stations (Menke and Jin, 2015).
The phase delays are later inverted for phase-velocity maps using a ray-theory tomography
method.
The ambient-noise analysis produces high resolution phase-velocity maps at the 10-17 s
periods. Together with the earthquake measurements from the ASWMS, we retrieve the
robust phase velocities of Rayleigh waves in a wide frequency range (10-60 s in period),
which provide good constraint on the crustal and upper mantle structure down to ∼100 km.
For each grid on the map, the phase-velocity dispersion curve is then extracted to invert
for the shear-velocity structure independently, and the individual 1D models are combined
together to produce the three-dimensional model. This inversion is non-linear and non-
unique (Herrmann and Ammon, 2004), and the output can strongly depend on the starting
model (e.g. Foti et al., 2009). In order to produce reliable shear-velocity results, we adopt
the receiver function results (Abers et al., 2012) to constrain the crustal thickness, apply a
grid-search technique to find the best initial models, and use a Monte-carlo like procedure
to estimate the starting model dependence. The shear-velocity results show a slow anomaly
in the shallow mantle west of Goodenough island, suggesting the existence of un-exhumed
continental crust material and/or partial melt.
Although we successfully apply our methods on Rayleigh waves, systematic bias is found
in the phase-velocity measurements when the same techniques are applied on Love waves.
The bias is mainly generated by overtone interference, which needs to be handled with special
care for the Love-wave single-mode measurements (e.g. Thatcher and Brune, 1969; Forsyth,
1975; Gaherty et al., 1996).
The overtone interference is more acute for Love waves due to the similar group velocities
of the fundamental- and higher-mode Love waves, especially for oceanic structures (Nettles
and Dziewoński , 2011). It can produce large phase and amplitude variations for single-branch
measurements. Such variations do not significantly affect long-path measurements, since the
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interference pattern is periodical and the bias can be averaged out over the path (Nettles
and Dziewoński , 2011). But they may introduce large bias in the array-based regional
studies which involve the estimation of local phase gradient. In the USArray application,
Foster et al. (2014b) show that the bias due to the interference is profound at middle-band
frequencies (60-150 s), even though the array is located in the center of the continent and
only shallow events are selected. Based on the global and the regional observations, Nettles
and Dziewoński (2011) and Foster et al. (2014b) both suggest the bias is mainly controlled
by the interference between the Love-wave fundamental mode and its first overtone.
In Chapter 4 we construct a series of synthetic tests to simulate the pattern of overtone
interference and its influence on the single-branch phase-velocity measurements. A correction
technique that has the potential to correct this bias is developed and tested on synthetic
data.
The target of this dissertation is to better retrieve earth’s structure from surface waves, so
that we can provide more constraint on geodynamic processes. We develop robust and auto-
matic phase-velocity measuring methods for both earthquake and ambient-noise based data.
These techniques are successfully applied on the data from USArray and a regional tempo-
rary array at the D’Entrecasteaux Islands, Papua New Guinea. Based on the measurement
results, we shed light on the effect of thermal and compositional variations on the upper-
mantle shear velocities, and the geodynamic process of continental rift extension and UHP
rocks exhumation. We also propose a correction scheme that can reduce the phase-velocity







Note: A slightly modified version of this chapter has been submitted to Geophysical
Journal International (2014). 1
Abstract
We have developed a new method to retrieve seismic surface-wave phase velocity using
dense seismic arrays. The method measures phase variations between nearby stations based
on waveform cross correlation. The coherence in waveforms between adjacent stations re-
sults in highly precise relative phase estimates. Frequency-dependent phase variations are
then inverted for spatial variations in apparent phase velocity via the Eikonal equation.
Frequency-dependent surface-wave amplitudes measured on individual stations are used to
correct the apparent phase velocity to account for multipathing via the Helmholtz equation.
By using coherence and other data selection criteria, we construct an automated system
that retrieves structural phase-velocity maps directly from raw seismic waveforms for indi-
vidual earthquakes without human intervention. The system is applied to broadband seismic
1AUTHORS: Ge Jina*, James Gahertya
a Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia University, 61 Route 9W, Palisades, NY 10964, USA
* corresponding author: ge.jin@ldeo.columbia.edu
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data from over 800 events recorded on EarthScope’s USArray from 2006-2014, systemati-
cally building up Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity maps between the periods of 20 s and 100 s
for the entire continental United States. At the highest frequencies, the resulting maps are
highly correlated with phase-velocity maps derived from ambient noise tomography. At all
frequencies, we observe a significant contrast in Rayleigh-wave phase velocity between the
tectonically active western US and the stable eastern US, with the phase velocity variations
in the western US being 1-2 times greater. The Love wave phase-velocity maps are also cal-
culated. We find that overtone contamination may produce systemic bias for the Love-wave
phase-velocity measurements.
2.1 Introduction
Seismic surface waves represent one of the primary means for scientists to probe the structure
of Earth’s crust and upper mantle. Surface waves provide direct constraints on both absolute
velocity and relative velocity variations, and analysis of waves with different periods provides
sensitivity to different depths. These velocity variations in turn provide some of the best
available constraints on a variety of geodynamic parameters, including absolute and relative
variations in temperature, crust and mantle composition, the presence or absence of fluid
(melt) phases, and the distribution and orientation of flow-induced mineral fabric. In many
cases, however, resolution of these properties is limited by uncertainties in observed surface-
wave velocities due to complexity in the seismic wavefield. Because they sample the highly
heterogeneous outer shell of the Earth, surface waves often contain waveform complexity
(Fig. 2.1) caused by focusing and defocusing effects (often termed scattering or multipathing)
that makes measurement of wave velocity uncertain.
In recent years, a number of investigators have developed data-analysis schemes de-
signed to more robustly estimate surface-wave velocities in the presence of multipathing
(e.g. Friederich and Wielandt , 1995; Forsyth and Li , 2005; Yang and Forsyth, 2006; Lin
8




















Figure 2.1: USarray vertical component records for the January 18th, 2009 earthquake
near Kermadec Islands, New Zealand (Mw=6.4). Red lines show the auto-selected window
function WS to isolate the fundamental Rayleigh wave energy. The variations of the coda
length and amplitude indicate the scattering effect caused by lateral heterogeneities.
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et al., 2009; Pollitz and Snoke, 2010; Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011; Yang et al., 2011). These
techniques exploit arrays of seismic stations to better quantify the detailed character of the
surface wavefield, specifically by combining measurements of both phase and amplitude be-
tween stations. These observations can be modeled in the context of wavefield character,
for example local plane-wave propagation direction (e.g., Forsyth and Li , 2005) or apparent
velocities (Lin et al., 2009), as well as the structural phase velocity associated with the un-
derlying media. The techniques are particularly useful for estimating structural velocities
in localized regions spanning a receiver array, as opposed to along the entire path from the
source to the receiver employed in global (e.g., Levshin et al., 1992; Li and Romanowicz ,
1996; Ekström et al., 1997) and some regional (e.g., Chen et al., 2007; Tape et al., 2010; Zhu
et al., 2012) analyses. The estimates of structural phase or group velocities across the array
can then be inverted for models of seismic velocity through the crust and mantle beneath the
array, with greater confidence and accuracy than when using phase information alone (e.g.,
Pollitz and Snoke, 2010; Yang et al., 2011; Rau and Forsyth, 2011; Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011).
Among the studies, Lin and Ritzwoller (2011) first demonstrate the feasibility of using the
Helmholtz equation to improve the accuracy of surface-wave phase-velocity measurements
using a dense array.
One of the challenges of the array-based approaches is to efficiently process large datasets
that are now available in many regions, with the EarthScope USArray Transportable Array
(TA) representing an excellent example. Between 2004 and March 2014, USArray occupied
more than 2700 locations with broadband seismic stations that were operated for at least 18
months, and recorded more than 800 shallow earthquakes with magnitude 6 or larger. This
large dataset is ideal for surface-wave analysis. Several studies have published surface-wave
results based on a subset of this database (e.g. Yang and Ritzwoller , 2008; Pollitz and Snoke,
2010; Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011; Rau and Forsyth, 2011; Bailey et al., 2012; Foster et al.,
2014a). The communication system installed at the sites allows for real-time data collection
and archiving. Such a growing dataset requires an automated system to accommodate the
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speed of data growth.
We have developed a new algorithm to accurately and automatically estimate structural
phase velocities from broadband recordings of surface waves propagating across an array of
receivers. The analysis is based on the notion that waveform cross-correlation provides a
highly precise and robust quantification of relative phase between two observed waveforms, if
the waveforms are similar in character. This notion is routinely exploited in body-wave anal-
yses for structure (e.g., VanDecar and Crosson, 1990) and source (e.g., Schaff and Beroza,
2004) characteristics.
In surface-wave analysis, the application of cross-correlation (e.g., Landisman et al., 1969)
has been mainly applied between two stations on or close to the same great circle with the
earthquake (e.g. Knopoff et al., 1966; Brisbourne and Stuart , 1998; Yao et al., 2005). This
restriction significantly limits the number of usable measurements, and assuming great-circle
propagation can lead to systemic bias in the presence of multipathing and other realistic
wave-propagation effects (e.g., Foster et al., 2014a). We avoid these limitations by applying
a multi-channel approach, measuring frequency-dependent phase delays between all possible
nearby station pairs, without assuming surface-wave propagation following the great-circle
path. The measured phase delays form a ideal dataset that can be modelled to retrieve both
phase velocities and propagation directions via the Eikonal equation (Lin et al., 2009).
We build our cross-correlation technique upon the Generalized Seismological Data Func-
tional (GSDF) analysis of Gee and Jordan (1992), which utilizes cross-correlation between
observed and synthetic seismograms to quantify phase and amplitude behavior of any gen-
eral seismic waveform, including surface waves (e.g. Gaherty et al., 1996). By applying this
quantification to cross-correlation functions between surface waves observed at two nearby
stations, we generate highly robust and precise estimates of relative phase delay times be-
tween the stations, due to the similar nature of the recorded waveforms. The procedure is
applicable to arrays across a variety of scales, from the continental scale of EarthScope’s TA,
to the few 100’s km spanned by a typical PASSCAL experiment, to 100’s of meters in indus-
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try experiments, and is amenable to automated analyses with minimal analyst interaction.
The resulting delay times and associated amplitudes can be modeled in the context of both
wave-propagation directions and structural velocities via the Helmholtz equation. Here we
outline the analysis, demonstrate the automated data processing while applying it on the
USArray data (including a brief discussion of the continental-scale phase velocity results),
and discuss its comparison to the existing methods. The automated procedure we described
here is adopted by IRIS as a data product to provide weekly updated phase-velocity maps
of US continent (http://www.iris.edu/ds/products/aswms/).
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Inter-station phase delays
The methodology is based on the GSDF work flow presented by Gee and Jordan (1992),
and subsequently utilized for regional upper-mantle and crustal modeling (e.g., Gaherty
and Jordan, 1995; Gaherty et al., 1996; Gaherty , 2001, 2004; Chen et al., 2007; Gaherty
and Dunn, 2007). In those analyses, the starting point consists of an observed broadband
seismogram containing all seismic phases of interest, and a complete synthetic seismogram
relative to which the phase delays and amplitude anomalies can be measured. Here, we
substitute a seismogram from a nearby station for the synthetic waveform, and measure
phase and amplitude differences between phases of interest recorded at the two stations.
Waveforms from these two stations are presented as S1 and S2 here (Fig. 2.2). Because this
is the first application of GSDF to an multi-channel analysis, we summarize the steps in
some detail. Gee and Jordan (1992) provides a full theoretical presentation of GSDF.
The first step is to isolate the signal of interest in the time domain. In the USAr-
ray application, we applied a window function WS that includes the primary surface wave
(Rayleigh on vertical-component record, and Love on the transverse component) and most of
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Figure 2.2: Sample waveforms from a nearby station pair for the Kermadec Islands earth-
quake shown in Fig.2.1. Record S1 is from the station W17A, and record S2 is from the
station W18A. The two stations are 89 km apart. The third panel demonstrates the effect
of window function WS to isolate the energy of fundamental Rayleigh waves.
1-2 wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 2.2. We then calculate the cross-correlation function C(t)
(cross-correlogram) between S1 and WSS2, defined as:
C(t) = S1 ? WSS2 (2.1)
C(t) contains the delay or lag information of all coherent signals, with the peak corresponding
roughly to a wide-band group delay between the two stations, with a center frequency defined
by the dominant energy in the data, typically around the period of 30 s for teleseismic
Rayleigh waves. We further isolate the dominant energy in the cross-correlation function in
the time domain by applying a window function Wc around the peak of the cross-correlation
function, producing WcC(t). The window function we apply here has a total length of 300
s with 75s Hanning taper at both ends.
We then isolate the signals of interest in the frequency domain by convolving a se-
quence of Gaussian, narrow-band filters with WcC(t), forming a set of filtered correlograms
Fi(ωi) ∗WcC(t), where Fi(ωi) corresponds to each filter at center frequency ωi (Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: The cross-correlation procedures for the station pair shown in Fig. 2.2. Top: the
original cross-correlogram. Middle: the windowed cross-correlogram. Bottom: the narrow-
band filtered cross-correlogram (40 s) with the five-parameter wavelet.
delays between the two stations, as well as the coherence between the two signals. The
frequency-dependent delays provide the fundamental data for determining the phase-velocity
characteristics of the wavefield and the structure being sampled. In the application presented
here, we are interested in characterizing the phase velocity of fundamental-mode surface
waves in the 20-100 s period band, and so we apply a sequence of 8 narrow-band, zero-phase
Gaussian filters with a band-width of approximately 10% of the center frequency.
The narrow-band filtered cross-correlation function can be well approximated by a five-
parameter wavelet which is the product of a Gaussian envelope and a cosine function:
Fi ∗WcC(t) ≈ AGa[σ(t− tg)]cos[ω(t− tp)] (2.2)
(Gee and Jordan, 1992). In this equation, tg and tp represent the frequency-dependent
group and phase delays between the two stations, respectively, Ga is the Gaussian function,
A is a positive scale factor, σ is the half-bandwidth and ω is the center frequency of the
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narrow-band waveform. These parameters are obtained by minimizing the misfit between
the predicted wavelet and the observed narrow-band cross-correlogram using a non-linear
least-squares inversion.
The raw phase delays are then checked and corrected for cycle-skipping. This is a par-
ticular important problem for the higher-frequency observations, and/or for station pairs
with relatively large separation, for which the phase delay between the two stations may
approach or exceed the period of the observation, and the choice of cycle can be ambiguous.
This problem is naturally avoided by only estimating the phase delays between relatively
close station pairs. In the USArray application, we only measure station pairs within 200
km, which is less than 3 wavelengths of the shortest period (20 s). As a result, a very rough
estimation of reference phase velocity allows for unambiguous selection of the correct phase
delay.
The window function WS may also introduce bias in the measurement, simply by altering
the input seismograms at the edges of the window. To account for this, we calculate the
cross-correlation between S2 and the isolation filter, WSS2.
C̃(t) = S2 ? WsS2 (2.3)
Fi ∗WcC̃(t) ≈ ÃGa[σ̃(t− t̃g)]cos[ω̃(t− t̃p)] (2.4)
Since S2 and WSS2 are similar within the window of interest, C̃(t) is similar to the auto-
correlation function of WSS2 with the group delay and phase delay close to zero. Any
non-zero phase change corresponds to a delay associated with the windowing process, and
by assuming that this windowing delay will be similar for the cross correlation C(t), we
calculate a final set of bias-corrected delay times:
δτp = tp − t̃p (2.5)
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Figure 2.4: Relative phase delays versus epicentral distance difference for all the station
pairs with inter-station distance smaller than 200 km, for the Kermadec Islands earthquake.
Crosses with different color represent the measurements at different frequencies, and grey
circles represent the poor measurements that are discarded as described in Section 2.3.2.
δτg = tg − t̃g (2.6)
As pointed out by Gee and Jordan (1992), the windowing function Wc around the peak
of the wide-band cross-correlation function may also introduce a bias in the frequency-
dependent phase delays. This bias is caused by the center of the window function not
coinciding with the actual group delay at each frequency. In this application this bias is
generally negligible, since the cross-correlation measurements are only taken between nearby
stations, and plus the dispersion in group delay is small.
We perform this phase-delay estimation between a given station and several nearby sta-
tions, generally those within 200 km. Fig 2.4 displays the raw phase delays for a represen-
tative event recorded across the transportable array. The observed variations are controlled
primarily by structural variations beneath the array, and they form the basis for inverting
for phase-velocity variations across the array.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the slowness-vector inversion. The phase-delay time between any
two stations equals to the integral of the slowness vector projected along the link between the
stations. Dash lines illustrate wavefronts, red triangles are stations, black line is inter-station
link, and black arrows are slowness vectors.
2.2.2 Derivation of apparent phase velocity
For each earthquake and at each frequency, the apparent phase velocity of the wavefield




where τ(~r) is the phase travel time. Also called the dynamic phase velocity, c′(r) is the
reciprocal of the travel-time surface gradient, which is close to the structural phase velocity,
but will likely be distorted by propagation effects such as multipathing, back-scattering, and
focusing of the wavefront (Lin et al., 2009).
The two dimensional network of inter-station phase delays provides a large and well-
distributed dataset for estimating the phase gradient via tomographic inversion. Unlike
the two-station method, all possible nearby station pairs are measured and used to invert
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for propagation velocity across the array, with no assumptions made about direction of
propagation. We use a slowness-vector field to describe the propagation of surface waves, with
the vector length representing the reciprocal of apparent phase velocity and vector direction
representing the wave-propagation direction (Fig. 2.5). The phase-delay time between two




~S(~r) · d~r (2.8)
where ~S(~r) is the slowness vector and ~ri is the spherical path connecting the two stations.
We invert for the two orthogonal components of the slowness distribution (SR and ST ) as
a function of position across the array. SR follows the great-circle path direction from the
epicenter, and is positive in most cases. ST is orthogonal to SR with usually a much smaller
value, and can be either positive or negative depending on the actual direction of wave




(SRidrRi + STidrTi) (2.9)
where drRi and drTi denote the projections of the ith segment of the inter-station link on the
radial and tangential directions, and SRi and STi are the radial and tangential components
of the slowness vector at location i.
The inversion is stabilized by using a smoothness constraint that minimizes the second















where the first term is the misfit between observed and predicted phase delay, and λ is a
factor to control the smoothness. The left panels of Fig. 2.7 presents the apparent (Eikonal)
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Figure 2.6: Inter-station connections of the slowness-vector inversion for the Kermadec Is-
lands event. Red triangles are station locations and black straight lines are inter-station
links, that represent the station pairs with cross-correlation phase delays.
phase velocities determined from the δτp data presented in Fig. 2.4, with the station-pair
links used in the inversion shown in Fig. 2.6. Here, the phase velocities are inverted on a
0.3◦×0.3◦ grid. We select the weight λ of the smoothing kernel in the slowness inversion
based on the estimation of average signal-to-noise ratio and wavelength, which varies at each
frequency.
2.2.3 Derivation of structural phase velocity
The bias between apparent phase velocity and structural phase velocity can be corrected by
adding amplitude measurements into the inversion, using an approximation to the Helmholtz










Here c(~r) is the structural phase velocity and A(~r) is the amplitude field. The amplitude
Laplacian term corrects for the influence of non-plane wave propagation on the apparent
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Figure 2.7: The 40-s Rayleigh-wave results of two different events. a) The apparent phase-
velocity map derived from phase-delay measurements (Fig. 2.4) for the Kermadec Islands
event. b) The corrected phase-velocity map derived from the apparent phase velocity and
amplitude measurements via Helmholtz equation. c) The amplitude map. d) The map
of the propagation direction anomalies. Arrows depict the propagation direction while the
colors illustrate the angular difference from the great-circle direction. The rotation of the
arrows from great-circle direction is exaggerated for demonstration. e)-h) Same as a)-d) but
for the April 7, 2009 earthquake near Kuril Islands (Ms = 6.8).
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phase velocities, allowing for the recovery of the true structural phase velocity (Fig. 2.7).
Lin and Ritzwoller (2011) applied this formulation to USArray data to explore the seismic
structure of the western US.
The associated amplitude of the surface wavefield is estimated using amplitude measure-
ments performed on single-station waveforms. As we have applied the five-parameter wavelet
fitting to the windowed and narrow-band filtered auto-correlation function C̃(t) to remove
the windowing effect in Section 2.2.1, the scale factor Ã of the wavelet is a good approxi-
mation of the power spectral density function at the center frequency of the narrow-band
filter.
The input apparent phase velocity c′(~r) is derived as in Section 2.2.2 (Fig.2.7a,e). For
the amplitude term, we follow Lin and Ritzwoller (2011) by fitting a minimum curvature





|A(ri)− Ai|2 + γ
∑
|∇2A(~r)|2 (2.12)
where Ai is the observed station amplitude at location ri, A(ri) is the interpolated amplitude
estimated at ri, and γ controls the smoothness of the surface. In practice, calculating the
second gradients of this amplitude field A(~r) is sometimes problematic, as the Laplacian
operator magnifies short-wavelength noise, and individual amplitude measurements can be
highly variable due to local site conditions and erroneous instrument responses. We utilize a
finite-difference calculation to estimate the second derivative numerically, and then one more
step of smoothing is performed on the correction term to suppress the short-wavelength noise
(see Section 2.5.2 for more details).
The application of the Helmholtz equation implies a consistency between the dynamic
phase-velocity and amplitude, which is demonstrated in the right panels of Fig 2.7. In
particular, wavefield focusing should produce amplitude variations that are consistent with
variations in propagation direction. For the example events shown here, local propagation
directions estimated from the apparent phase gradients deviate from the predicted great
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circle path by up to ±15 degrees. The regions of wavefield convergence produced high
amplitudes as observed in the data, and low amplitudes correspond to regions of wavefield
convergence. The spatial correlation of these independent observations provide confidence
for application of the Helmholtz correction.
The amplitude correction cannot be simply applied on Love-wave measurements, as the
phase and amplitude measurements of Love waves are made on the tangential component
based on the great-circle path direction, which is not necessarily the actual particle-motion
direction of the propagating Love-wave field. The presence of multipathing wave fields with
conflicting polarizations makes the Helmholtz equation invalid. As a result, all the Love
wave results discussed in this paper are the results of Eikonal tomography.
In the following section, we present the full application of this analysis to the data
from the TA. The analysis up through the calculation of structural phase velocity is done
for individual events, at a range of frequencies. For a fixed array geometry, the resulting
phase-velocity maps from individual events are averaged (stacked) to produce the final phase-
velocity maps that can be used in a structural inversion for shear velocity. In the case of a
rolling array such as the TA, stacking and averaging over multiple events produces a single
comprehensive phase-velocity map that spans the history of the array deployment.
2.3 Data Processing and Automation
We apply this analysis to the data collected by USArray from January, 2006 to August, 2014.
We collect all events with Mw larger than 6.0 and depth shallower than 50 km using the
software SOD (Owens et al., 2004). The station locations and event azimuthal distribution
are shown in Fig. 2.8. Seismograms are pre-filtered from 0.005 Hz to 0.1 Hz, with instrument
response deconvolved to displacement. In total about one-half million seismograms from
850 events are processed, generating about 4 million cross-correlation measurements. This
volume of data requires an automated process. Effective automation requires two additional
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Figure 2.8: Station locations and event azimuthal distribution (insert) from 2006 to 2014.
components to the analysis: the generation of the time window to be analyzed, and a means
to evaluate errors and remove outliers.
2.3.1 Auto generation of isolation filter
As the first step of the process, a window function WS is required to isolate the fundamental-
mode energy of the surface waves. The desired window function WS should be wide enough
to include the arrivals of the maximum amplitudes of all frequencies, and narrow enough to
eliminate the interference from higher-mode phases and body waves.
To generate this window function, we first estimate the group delays of all the frequency
bands at individual stations using the FTAN method (Levshin et al., 1992). The desired
time-range to be included for each frequency is two cycles before and five cycles after the
group delay. At each station, we select the first beginning and last ending time among these
time-ranges of all the frequency bands, and define them as the beginning and ending time
of the suggested window function of the station.
We collect the locations of suggested window functions for the entire array, and solve
for a linear relation between the time range of the final window function WS and epicentral









where T1 and T2 are the beginning and ending time of WS, L is the epicentral distance, and
v1, v2, t1, t2 are the parameters estimated by linear regression.
An example of this automated window selection is shown in Fig. 2.1. Alternative window
selection algorithms include the use of regional/global group-velocity maps in frequency
band of interest, or group-velocity predictions using a regionally appropriate one-dimensional
model.
2.3.2 Auto selection of high-quality measurements
We use the coherence between the waveforms of nearby stations as the primary factor to
eliminate measurements with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or from dysfunctional stations.
The coherence is frequency dependent and can be estimated by comparing the amplitude
of cross-correlation function C(t) and two auto-correlation functions C̃(t). Since we already
fit the five-parameter wavelet to those functions, it is convenient to use those fitting results.





where A12 is the amplitude of the narrow-band cross-correlation wavelet estimated in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, and Ã11 and Ã22 are the amplitudes of the narrow-band auto-correlation wavelet
of the two stations estimated in Section 2.2.3. In this study, we exclude all the measurements
with the coherence lower than 0.5.
The second round of data selection is performed after the phase-delay measurements
from all the station pairs are gathered. We estimate the average phase velocity at each
frequency by linearly fitting the phase delays with respect to the difference in epicentral
distance, and discard all measurements with misfit more than 10 s relative to the linear
prediction. For station pairs less than 200 km apart, this is a weak constraint, removing
only those observations with travel-time deviations greater than 20% of the total travel time.
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For an example event in Fig. 2.4, this treatment discards 1784 of 41544 total observations
for this event, effectively removing most of the extreme measurements and thus stabilizing
the Eikonal inversion.
Following the Eikonal inversion described in Section 2.2.2, we reject the measurements
with large inversion misfit, which is defined as the difference between the predicted and
observed phase delay, and invert for the slowness again. This step removes the inconsistent
measurements and enhance the robustness of apparent phase velocity results.
For the amplitude measurements, we discard the stations with amplitude variation larger
than 30% of the median amplitude of their nearby stations (<200 km).
2.4 Results
We convert the structural phase velocity maps from individual events into slowness, and then
they are weighted and stacked. The weighting of each pixel for each event is based on the ray
density in the slowness inversion (Section 2.2.2), and pixels in an individual event map that
differ from the stack value by more than two standard deviations are removed. Event maps
are utilized only if the number of high-quality, qualified observations exceed a minimum
threshold, and we discard events with mean phase velocity that differs by more than 2%
of the existing stacked result for the same region. Only the pixels averaging more than 10
events are shown in the maps. After stacking, the phase-velocity maps are further smoothed,
with the smoothing length being a quarter of the average wavelength at each frequency. We
focus here on the Rayleigh-wave observations; we also calculate maps for Love waves, but
they are not shown, pending further analysis of apparent higher-mode contamination.
2.4.1 Phase-Velocity Variations across the Continental US
The Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity maps in eight frequency bands are shown in Fig. 2.9.
Surface waves at a particular frequency are sensitive to the shear velocity structure over
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a range of depths, thus the phase-velocity anomalies cannot be directly interpreted as the
shear-velocity variations at a specific depth. However, higher-frequency Rayleigh waves
sample shallower structures, with the depth of maximum sensitivity being roughly one-third
of the wavelength.
In the western US, large phase-velocity variations outline the major geological structures.
Near the Yellowstone hotspot, high temperatures and the possible presence of partial melt
are suggested by a strong slow anomaly in all bands. At the adjacent Snake River Plain,
the slow anomalies diminish at high frequencies, perhaps due to the faster crustal velocity
associated with basaltic volcanism (e.g., Sparlin et al., 1982; Peng and Humphreys , 1998).
At low frequencies, slow anomalies suggest the existence of high temperature source and
possible partial melt in the upper mantle (e.g., Saltzer and Humphreys , 1997). A similar
trend of phase velocity variations (fast at high frequency, slow at low frequency) is observed
in the northern Basin and Range, where the crust is thinned due to the Cenozoic extension
(e.g., Zandt et al., 1995), and the existence of high temperature and partial melt in the
upper mantle is suggested by the surface heat flow measurements (e.g., Lysak , 1992) and
basalt chemistry (e.g., Gazel et al., 2012). The deep crustal roots of central and southern
Rocky Mountains produce slow anomalies at high frequencies. At low frequencies, as the
effect of the thick crust diminishes, the slow anomalies shift to the south, where they are
associated with the lithospheric thinning beneath the Rio Grande Rift (e.g., Gao et al.,
2004). The Colorado Plateau is collocated with relative fast phase velocities compared to
the surrounding regions at all frequencies. This is consistent with the reported faster shear
velocity in the crust (e.g., Bailey et al., 2012), and a thick lithosphere supporting the plateau
(e.g., Lee et al., 2001). Even at this continental scale, the impingement of low shear velocities
into the plateau interior suggests a progressive thermal erosion or destabilization of the edge
of the plateau (e.g., Roy et al., 2009; Levander et al., 2011).
The phase velocities in the eastern US are in general 3-5% higher than those in the
western US. However, the magnitudes of the velocity variations are noticeably smaller. At
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Figure 2.9: Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity maps at different periods, with 850 events stacked.
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low frequencies, the slow anomaly beneath the New England region suggests thin lithosphere
underlain by warmer mantle (e.g., Li et al., 2002; Gaherty , 2004; Rychert et al., 2005). At
high frequencies, extremely slow anomalies are observed along the coastline of the Gulf
of Mexico, which is attributed to the thick sedimentary layer along the coast (Laske and
Masters , 1997). The Mid Continent Rift and the Appalachian Highlands are associated
with slow anomalies at high frequencies, which probably reflect thickened crust in these
two regions (Crotwell and Owens , 2005; Shen et al., 2013a; Parker et al., 2013), while the
Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain is colocated with fast anomalies, perhaps indicating thin
crust (Crotwell and Owens , 2005). Most of these anomalies diminish at periods longer than
40 s, indicating that little thermal variations in the mantle remain associated with these
long-lived geologic structures.
In order to better quantify the apparent contrast in the amplitude of the phase-velocity
variations between the tectonically active western US and the stable eastern interior, we
apply a 2D Fourier spectral analysis on the Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity maps. Using an
approach similar to Chevrot et al. (1998), the Fourier transform is performed on sinusoidal
map projections centered at (40.5◦,−113◦) and (38◦,−90◦) for the western and eastern US
respectively (Fig. 2.10a). We apply a minimum curvature surface interpolation of phase
velocity to fill the empty space, and then subtract the average phase velocity of each area to
focus on the velocity variations. The 2D amplitude spectra are then plotted for each period
in both regions for all spatial scales larger than the nominal surface-wave wavelengths at
that period (Fig. 2.10b).
The spectra of both western and eastern areas (Fig.2.10b) indicate a linear increase in the
amplitude of heterogeneity with wavelength, which is consistent with global studies at a larger
scale (Chevrot et al., 1998; Dziewoński et al., 2010). This result also agrees with predicted
spectrum of heterogeneities from numerical models of fluid convection (e.g., Batchelor , 1959;
Antonsen and Ott , 1991; Ricard et al., 2014), which suggest that the 1D power spectrum
of the heterogeneities in any direction varies at 1/k, where k is the wavenumber. This is
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Figure 2.10: 2D spectral analysis of the Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity maps. a) The defi-
nition of the western and eastern US areas. b) The amplitude of phase-velocity variations
versus the structural wavelength at different periods. Only the structural wavelengths larger
than the Rayleigh-wave wavelengths are plotted at each period. The gray dash lines in the
background show the predicted 1/k dependence of the heterogeneity strength by thermal
convection models (e.g., Ricard et al., 2014).
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equivalent to a 1/k2 variation for 2D power spectrum (Chevrot et al., 1998), or 1/k variation
for 2D amplitude spectrum, as what we show in this study.
In the western US, the variation amplitudes measured at the shortest periods (20 s and
25 s) are in general much stronger than the variation amplitudes at longer periods. This
trend is visible but less obvious in the eastern US. These two frequency bands are highly
sensitive to the structure of continental crust, and we interpret this trend as indicating a
greater degree of velocity heterogeneity and thickness variation in the crust. Specifically, the
velocity heterogeneity likely arises due to the large variation in velocity of common crustal
lithologies (e.g., Christensen and Mooney , 1995), and the rough topography of Moho in the
western US (Shen et al., 2013b).
In the eastern US, some Moho depth variations larger than 10 km are reported across
various tectonic regions (e.g., Li et al., 2002; Shen et al., 2013a; Parker et al., 2013), but in
general they are smaller than those observed in the western US (e.g., Crotwell and Owens ,
2005; Shen et al., 2013b; Levandowski et al., 2014). In addition, the density and shear velocity
of old orogen crustal roots may increase with greater age due to cooling and metamorphic
reaction (Fischer , 2002). This would decrease the velocity contrast between the crustal roots
and the underlying mantle, and hence reduces the magnitude of phase-velocity variations.
At that periods most sensitive to mantle structure, the variation amplitudes in the west-
ern US are 1-2 times greater than those in the eastern US at most spatial wavelengths. These
phase-velocity variations are most likely dominated by variations in temperature (e.g., Priest-
ley and McKenzie, 2013; Dalton et al., 2014), which are significant in the western US. Ancient
orogenic structures in the east (e.g., mid-continent rift system, Grenville Oregon, Piedmont
plateau) likely had large temperature heterogeneity in the past, but thermal diffusion has
reduced these variations over time. There is some evidence that at the highest-velocity end
of the heterogeneity spectrum, compositional structure contributes significantly to observed
shear-velocity variations in stable cratonic lithosphere (Dalton et al., 2009). It is likely that
such structure contributes to the phase-velocity variations observed in the eastern portion
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of the continent.
2.4.2 Comparison with other studies
Comparison with ambient noise results
Micro-seismic ambient noise has been widely used to retrieve surface-wave phase velocity
at high frequencies (e.g., Bensen et al. 2007). We compare the highest frequency earth-
quake phase-velocity results from this study with the ambient noise phase velocities esti-
mated by Ekström (2013). These ambient noise results are also the output of an auto-
mated system, which downloads the continuous waveform data, estimates and stacks the
normalized coherence, retrieves phase delays between station pairs in the frequency do-
main (Ekström et al., 2009), and produces phase velocity maps using ray theory. The
results are regularly updated and can be downloaded from the author’s website (http:
//www.ldeo.columbia.edu/~ekstrom/Projects/ANT/USANT12.html).
Fig. 2.11 depicts the comparison for Rayleigh waves and Love waves at a period of 20 s.
The results are highly consistent, despite that they are retrieved from different seismic sources
by using different phase measurement techniques and velocity inversions. Strong geological
features are clearly highlighted in both results. The largest inconsistencies (Fig 2.11c and
f) are localized on the edges of the model space, which are the least-well resolved regions in
both models. There are also localized differences near major geological boundaries (e.g. the
edge of the Sierra Nevada), which may result from different smoothness constraints in the
two approaches.
For Rayleigh waves, the correlation coefficient between the two maps in Fig. 2.11 is 0.95.
The mean and the standard deviation of the velocity difference are 0.007 km/s and 0.030
km/s, respectively. The small but systemic difference shows slightly higher velocities (0.2%)
from this study (Fig. 2.12), which we interpret as the influence of the ray-bending effects,
as the Helmholtz tomography allows for ray bending while conventional ray theory does
not. A similar amount of discrepancy is reported by Lin et al. (2009) when comparing the
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of 20-s Rayleigh and Love wave phase-velocity maps derived from
earthquakes (this study) and ambient noise (Ekström 2013). a) The earthquake result. b)
The ambient noise result. c) The subtraction of b) from a). d)-f): Same as a)-c), but for
Love waves.
straight-ray and Eikonal tomography results using ambient noise measurements.
The Love wave results are usually less robust because of the higher noise level in the
horizontal components. Nevertheless, the correlation coefficient between the two studies is
0.93. The mean and the standard deviation of the velocity difference for Love waves is 0.019
km/s and 0.043 km/s, respectively. The mean difference (0.5%) is almost triple the value of
the difference in the Rayleigh wave results.






































Figure 2.12: Histograms of phase velocity difference between the maps shown in Fig. 2.11.
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We also compare the results at two longer periods (25 s and 40 s). The means of the
differences are summarized in Fig. 2.14. For Rayleigh waves, we find the difference between
the two studies are small. The correlation coefficients range from 0.971 to 0.982 with slightly
increase with period. For Love waves, on the other hand, the systemic bias between the
earthquake and the ambient noise measurements increases significantly with period, from
0.5% at 20 s period to 2% at 40 s period. The correlation coefficient drops from 0.925 at 20
s period to 0.888 at 40 s period. We suspect that this bias is mainly controlled by overtone
interference, which is discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.3.
Comparison with other earthquake results
We further test our results with comparing them to published phase-velocity maps de-
rived from earthquake-generated surface-waves traversing USArray’s TA. Lin and Ritzwoller
(2011) derive phase-velocity maps for the western US from 40-80 s period by applying
Helmholtz tomography to single-station phase measurements made using FTAN. Foster
et al. (2014a) produce phase-velocity maps for the western US spanning 25-100 s period
using a modified two-station approach, where the array observations are used to estimated
and correct for off-great-circle propagation. In their case the underlying single-station phase
measurements are made using Ekström et al. (1997).
Fig. 2.14 and 2.13 present several comparisons between our results and these two models.
Fig. 2.14 summarizes mean velocity difference between our maps and Foster et al. (2014a)
at 25, 32, and 40 s, across the similar band spanned by Ekström (2013). The Rayleigh-
wave results show a high degree of consistency among the studies, with the mean of the
difference between them close to zero and correlation coefficient greater than 0.9. The
frequency-dependent systematic bias of the Love-wave results indicates the effect of higher-
mode interference. This consistency is visually apparent in map form (Fig. 2.13), and extends
to long period. At 60-s period (Fig. 2.13a, b), the comparison with Lin and Ritzwoller (2011)
is excellent, with a correlation coefficient between the two maps of 0.97. At 100-s period
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Figure 2.13: Comparison with other earthquake studies at intermediate and long periods. a)
60-s phase-velocity map from this study. b) 60-s phase-velocity map from Lin and Ritzwoller
(2011). c) 100-s phase-velocity map from this study. d) 100-s phase-velocity map from Foster
et al. (2014a).
(Fig. 2.13c, d), the correlation with Foster et al. (2014a) is 0.96. Subtle differences in
the strength and delineation of individual velocity anomalies are visually apparent between
the models, which are likely related to different choices of stacking and smoothing in the
modeling. These choices are discussed further in Section 2.5.
2.4.3 Possible Source of Error
Station Terms
Although the automated data selection techniques described in Section 2.3 are able to elim-
inate most of the poor measurements with low SNR, they are not able to distinguish the
stations with a time-shift problem or an abnormal amplification term, as the waveforms of
those stations may still correlate well with their neighbors.
A station time-shift can be generated either from clock malfunction or from the incorrect
instrument response. If the error is large, the observations can be detected and discarded by
the misfit check described in Section 2.3.2. The stations with smaller timing errors can be
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distinguished in the apparent phase-velocity maps by the appearance of two short-wavelength
anomalies with reversed polarization, located before and after the station in the direction of
wave propagation. Those stations can be manually identified and excluded. In general, such
errors are not significant in the Transportable Array, and we do not perform this manual
selection in this study.
The station amplification, on the other hand, is more unavoidable and with less obvious
impact compared to the time-shift problem. The amplitude correction we apply in Sec-
tion 2.2.3 is based on the assumption that all the stations have the same amplification term,
which is not perfect due to variation in local geological structure and installation conditions.
The ideal way to eliminate this bias is to first estimate the station amplification by aver-
aging multiple events (Eddy and Ekström, 2014), or to invert the phase velocity (include
focusing/defocusing terms) and amplification term iteratively Lin et al. (2012). However,
the amplification term of most stations in the USArray is very close to 1 (Eddy and Ekström,
2014), and variation in amplification is generally much smaller and more heterogeneous than
the smooth amplitude variations associated with focusing and defocusing. As a result, their
influence on the final results of this study is minor.
Azimuthal Anisotropy
Lin et al. (2011) report the existence 1-2% of Rayleigh wave azimuthal anisotropy across
our frequency range in the western and central US, by using the amplitude correction to
further improve the accuracy of the azimuthal-anisotropy estimates. While this anisotropy
almost certainly reflects true structural properties in the crust and upper mantle, accurately
estimating anisotropic variations adds significant complexity to the 2D inversion. Our goal
in this study is determine isotropic phase-velocity maps, and we assume that we can ignore
anisotropy due to our well-distributed azimuthal distribution of events (Fig. 2.8). We test
this assumption by performing an identical set of phase-velocity inversions, where we include
an estimate of azimuthal anisotropy by fitting the structural phase velocity with the wave
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propagation direction obtained in the slowness inversion. We compare the isotropic part of
the azimuthally anisotropic phase velocity models with original isotropic models presented
in Fig 2.9, and find the difference is smaller than 1% for 95% of the grids, with the median
value of 0.4%. These small discrepancies are likely caused by the uneven distribution of
source back-azimuth in some area, and are negligible in this study.
Overtone Interference
We do not observe any significant effects of higher-mode interference on the Rayleigh-wave
phase-velocity maps, as no significant bias is found between the earthquake and the ambient
noise results (Fig. 2.14). The source of ambient noise is usually believed to be shallow, and
therefore the amplitudes of overtones are relatively smaller in the ambient noise waveforms
than in the earthquake waveforms. By assuming the ambient noise results being overtone-
free, the consistency between the earthquake and the ambient noise result for Rayleigh waves
indicates that the effect of overtone interference is small.
For Love waves, the effect of overtone interference on the phase measurement is more
significant than for Rayleigh waves, as the difference in the group velocities between the
Love-wave fundamental mode and the first few overtones is smaller. We attempt to minimize
overtone interference by limiting the analysis to shallow events (<50 km), but the comparison
between the earthquake and the ambient noise results still shows a significant frequency-
dependent bias (Fig. 2.14).
In a recent analysis of surface-wave propagation across the TA, Foster et al. (2014a) re-
ported a systematically higher phase velocity obtained over short paths from a mini-array ve-
locity analysis (similar to Eikonal tomography) compared to a long-path two-station method
(which is shown in Fig. 2.14). The bias they found for the 50-s Love wave has a similar mag-
nitude to what we observed for the 40-s Love waves. A follow-up study (Foster et al., 2014b)
suggested that the overtone interference biases phase-velocity estimates derived from local
phase-gradient measurements more than those using long ray-path measurements, and the
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Figure 2.14: The mean phase-velocity difference between this study and the ambient noise
results of Ekström (2013) (cross markers) and between this study and the earthquake result
of Foster et al. (2014a). Rayleigh-wave results show good agreement among the models,
while Love-wave results display a systemic bias increasing with period.
bias generated by this influence can be systematic.
The group velocities of the Love wave fundamental mode and the first mode behave dif-
ferently in the oceanic and continental structure (Nettles and Dziewoński , 2011). In oceanic
lithosphere, these two modes propagate at a very similar speed, so it is difficult to distinguish
them in the time domain (Gaherty et al., 1996) . In continents, the group velocity of the
fundamental mode drops dramatically at shorter periods (<50 s), while the group velocity
of the first mode remains high. In general, for the continental stations, the time difference
between the group delays of the fundamental mode and the overtones is largest at higher
frequencies, so interference should be minimal there. This interpretation is consistent with
the observations that the bias between the earthquake and ambient-noise results increases
with period (Fig. 2.14).
Because the Love wave results are contaminated by overtones interference and hence sys-
tematically biased, they are not presented further in this paper. Measuring Love wave phase
velocity in the presence of overtone interference will be the subject of a future manuscript.
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2.5 Discussion
With the increasing availability of broad-band data from wide-aperture arrays, surface-wave
phase-velocity maps are used more than ever for investigating crustal and upper-mantle
structure at a variety of scales. Much of the expanded interest has been driven by the
development of new analysis techniques that provide robust estimates of structural phase
velocity from both ambient noise (e.g., Ekström, 2013) and ballistic surface waves, even
in the presence of significant multipathing (e.g., Forsyth and Li , 2005; Lin and Ritzwoller ,
2011). These tools have been developed in large part to exploit the capabilities of the latest
generation of 2D arrays, but they are likely leading to an expansion of available array data
from around the globe, as more scientists recognize the value of surface waves for regional
(e.g. PASSCAL) structural experiments, and they design their arrays accordingly.
The analysis presented here has a number of similarities to established methodologies
for estimating phase velocity from earthquake data in the presence of multipathing. Our
motivation for pursuing this particular approach is to exploit two strengths of waveform
cross-correlation: it provides a highly precise means to estimate velocity within an array,
and it can be applied with minimal analyst intervention, making it particularly useful for
large datasets such as the USArray. In developing this method, we explored a number
of options for several of the processing steps, including options that are utilized in other
techniques, and we present a brief discussion of these issues here.
2.5.1 Comparison to FTAN phase measurement
The Frequency-Time Analysis (FTAN) method (Levshin et al., 1992) is widely used to make
phase- and/or group-velocity measurements from single-station surface-wave seismograms in
many global or regional surface-wave studies (e.g., Levshin et al., 1992; Levshin and Ritz-
woller , 2001; Yang et al., 2011; Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011). This method applies a sequences of
narrow-band filters to the raw seismograms, and retrieves the group delay at each frequency
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by tracking the arrival time of the envelope-function maximum. The phase and amplitude
measurements are then made at these amplitude maximums for later tomographic inversion.
When made at several individual stations within a seismic array, these measurements can be
combined to produce inter-station phase delays that should be directly comparable to those
made via cross-correlation, but in practice they differ in two ways.
First, the two methods exploit different techniques to retrieve phase: this study performs
cross-correlation on coherent signals between stations to obtain the relative phase variation,
and the FTAN method applies a Hilbert transform to single-station waveforms to retrieve
absolute phase values. Cross-correlation can suppress the influence of random noise, which
is not coherent among the stations, and therefore provides more robust measurements from
seismograms with relatively low SNR (e.g., Landisman et al., 1969). This can be demon-
strated by a simple synthetic test, in which a narrow-band wavefield is simulated by a cosine
function enveloped by a Gaussian function, propagating with a group velocity of 3.7 km/s and
a phase velocity of 4.0 km/s. We add normally distributed random noise to each synthetic
wavelet, with a standard deviation of 20% of the wavelet’s maximum amplitude. We then
measure the phase velocity between 500 station pairs with a station spacing of 50 km along
the ray path using both methods. The results (Fig. 2.15) show that under the same noise
level, the standard deviation of the cross-correlation measurements is significantly smaller
(50%) than that of the FTAN measurements. In practice, analysts utilizing FTAN can ap-
ply SNR criteria to reduce the sensitivity to high random noise levels, but cross correlation
reduces the need for such analyst intervention.
Second, the two methods are sensitive to different portions of data. The FTAN method
only samples the waveform near the group delay at each frequency, where the surface waves
have their largest SNR. At high frequencies, multiple local maxima with similar amplitude
may exist within the envelope due to strong scattering (Fig. 2.16), and selecting inconsistent
wavelets across the array may introduce bias into the later phase-velocity inversion. In
contrast, the cross-correlation captures the entire surface-wave package, including the coda
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Figure 2.15: Comparison between the cross-correlation measurements and the FTAN mea-
surements in a synthetic test. Left panel: the histogram of the phase-velocity misfit using the
cross-correlation method on 500 independent measurements with a 20% noise level. Right
panel: the misfit of FTAN measurements of the same dataset.
generated by heterogeneity along the ray path. The phase measurement includes coherent
multipathing wavelets, which can be corrected using the amplitude measurements to obtain
structural phase velocity. In practice, our method can retrieve robust phase velocities at
a period as short as 20 s from teleseismic earthquake data. However, one downside to the
cross-correlation algorithm is that the use of a single long broadband window may result in
more significant overtone contamination for Love waves, as discussed in Section 2.4.3.
Fig. 2.17 compares the two methods using the data of a real earthquake. Fig. 2.17a is the
apparent phase-velocity map for a 60-s Rayleigh wave produced using the algorithm described
in Lin and Ritzwoller (2011), which corresponds to fig.4a of their paper. In Fig. 2.17b, we
replace the FTAN phase measurements with our cross-correlation measurements and keep
the velocity inversion the same as Fig. 2.17a. The technique to calculate the travel-time
surface from multi-channel phase-variation measurements can be found in Section 2.5.3.
The comparison between the two plots indicates that our method reduces short-wavelength
heterogeneity in apparent phase velocity, most likely due to more stable measurements at
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Figure 2.16: Station 327A vertical component record for the same earthquake as in Fig. 2.1.
Top panel: the original waveform filtered from 10 s to 200 s. Middle and bottom panels:
the narrow-band filtered waveforms with the center periods of 20 s and 40 s respectively.
The thick dash lines are the envelope functions, two vertical solid lines show the location of
the isolation window function WS. It is a challenge for the FTAN method to make robust
measurements at short periods as the selection of group delay can be uncertain.
2.5.2 Alternative approaches to Eikonal and Helmholtz Tomogra-
phy
Given a collection of cross-correlation phase delays and station amplitudes, we considered
several options in the inversion for both apparent phase velocity (via Eikonal tomography), as
well as structural phase velocity (via Helmholtz tomography). Because we measure differen-
tial phase between stations instead of absolute phase at individual stations, we directly invert
for the orthogonal components SR and ST of the slowness vector, rather than reconstructing
the travel time surface τ(~r) and then taking its gradient to obtain apparent phase velocity.
This notion provides several advantages. First, we apply the standard slowness-based ray
theory as the basis for the inversion, and like conventional ray theory tomography, the ray
density serves as a valuable quantification of the data constraints. Directly inverting for the
desired variable (slowness and/or phase velocity) provides better control on the smoothness
of the inversion, compared to applying smoothing kernels to the integral of slowness (travel
time). For example, minimizing the second derivative of the slowness still allows for it to vary
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smoothly, while minimizing the second derivative of travel time is comparable to minimizing
slowness variation directly. Finally, constraining the smoothness along the radial and tan-
gential directions of the great circle path is more natural for the 2D propagating wave field
than along the latitude and longitude direction. Testing suggests that this approach may not
produce significant differences in the apparent phase velocity for the far-field measurements
as in this study, but may help the near-field surface fitting for ambient noise studies as in
Lin et al. (2009).
Fig. 2.17b and c compares two applications of Eikonal tomography inversion of the same
phase measurements. Directly inverting for slowness suppresses high-wavenumber, low-
amplitude variations in phase velocity that are likely due to noise, while maintaining the
magnitude of the stronger, well-resolved anomalies (e.g. the edge of the Colorado Plateau).
This improvement has the potential to enhance the resolution of the final structural phase-
velocity results, though it is secondary compared to the improvement we obtain from the
cross-correlation phase measurement (Fig. 2.17a and b).
Obtaining the amplitude correction term for Helmholtz tomography presents several chal-
lenges. Amplitude measurements are not as robust as phase measurements, as they are sus-
ceptible to variations in local amplification and station terms (Lin et al., 2012; Eddy and
Ekström, 2014). Moreover, the correction term relies on the estimation of the amplitude
Laplacian. Using finite difference to calculate the second-order derivative of a surface at a
certain location requires 9 to 16 adjacent data points, which is triple that required to esti-
mate the gradient. For the USArray with ∼70-km station spacing, the amplitude correction
term has a maximum resolution of ∼140 km (Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011). Finally, fitting
an amplitude surface by minimizing its curvature does not guarantee the smoothness of its
Laplacian term, as shown in Fig. 2.18b. Adding fourth order derivative minimization into the
damping kernel to fit the amplitude surface was attempted, but no significant improvement
was observed.
To partially resolve these difficulties, we adopt a slight modification to the approach of Lin
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Figure 2.17: 60-s Rayleigh-wave Eikonal tomography results for the April 7, 2009 earthquake
near Kuril Islands (Ms=6.8), using different phase-measurement and tomographic-inversions
techniques.a) Phase measurement: FTAN; Tomography: gradient of the travel-time surface.
b) Phase measurement: cross-correlation; Tomography: gradient of the travel-time surface.
c)Phase measurement: cross-correlation; Tomography: slowness vector inversion.
and Ritzwoller (2011). After retrieving the amplitude surface (Fig. 2.18a) and calculating the
second derivative, a rough correction term is generated (Fig. 2.18b). We then fit a minimum
curvature surface again over this preliminary correction term, with a much larger damping
factor to remove any variance with the wavelength shorter than the theoretical resolution
( 140 km for USArray), as shown in Fig. 2.18c. The smoothed correction term can then
be applied to clean up the apparent phase velocity map. By comparing Fig. 2.18d and
Fig. 2.17c, we can see that the bias generated by multipathing interference is significantly
reduced and the shapes of the anomalies are more consistent with the geological structures.
2.5.3 Compatibility with the two-plane-wave method
The two-plane-wave method (TPWM) (Forsyth and Li , 2005) is widely applied in the field of
surface wave tomography. The assumption that the surface wavefield can be approximated
by two interferencing plane waves can be limiting, in particular for very large arrays such
as the USArray, but the approach has some advantages for small arrays and arrays with
irregular station spacing. In its traditional formulation, the TWPM requires significant
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Figure 2.18: Demonstration of the amplitude-correction procedure on the apparent phase-
velocity map in Fig. 2.17c. a) The amplitude map generated from the minimum-curvature
surface interpolation. b) The preliminary correction term derived from (a) via Helmholtz
equation. c) The smoothed correction term. d) The corrected phase velocity map, derived
from c) and Fig. 2.17c.
manual interaction, with amplitude and phase information being measured at individual
stations via Fourier analysis, and requiring low-quality data to be manually discarded prior
to inversion for phase velocity. In this section, we provide a simple algorithm to convert the
cross-correlation measurements into a format that can be used as the input into the TPWM
inversion algorithm.
The TPWM requires the relative phase delays of all stations compared to a reference
station. The cross-correlation measurements provide differential phase between station pairs.
Each phase difference measurement can be written as
τi − τj = δτij, (2.15)
where τi and τj represent the absolute phases at station i and station j, and δτij is the cross-
correlation phase difference measurement derived in this study. To solve for τi, a matrix
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formula Aτ = δτ is built as:

1 −1 0 · · ·
1 0 −1 · · ·




















Where the matrix A on the left side is redundant but not full rank, as no absolute phase
information of any station is given. At this point we need to add one more equation to the
set:
τ1 = 0, (2.17)
by assuming the first station (any station in the array) has zero phase. Then the matrix A
is invertible, and the problem can be solved by a simple least-squares inversion:
τ = (ATA)−1AT δτ, (2.18)
where τ is now the relative phase delay of all the stations compared to the reference station.
τ and the array amplitude measurements (Section 2.2.3) can then be used as the input for
TPWM inversion.
2.6 Conclusion
We present a new method to measure the surface-wave phase velocity across a seismic array.
This method is based on the cross-correlation of waveforms from nearby stations to obtain
the phase variations between station pairs. We find that the cross-correlation measurement
is more robust than the conventional single-station FTAN measurement under the influence
of random noise.
The phase variation and amplitude measurements are inverted for the structural phase
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velocity using the Helmholtz equation (Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011). With the coherence and
other data quality estimations serving as selection criteria, we build an automated system
that retrieves phase velocity maps directly from seismic data without manual interaction.
We apply this system to the USArray TA and produce robust and up-to-date phase velocity
maps for the continental US for Rayleigh waves in the 20-100 s band. The Love-wave phase-
velocity results are also calculated, but they display systematic bias compared to ambient
noise and other results that we interpret as overtone interference. Further study is underway
to investigate this phenomenon.
The Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps clearly outline major geological structures (e.g.,
Snake River Plain, Basin and Range, Colorado Plateau, Yellowstone hotspot, Rocky Moun-
tains, Mid-Continent Rift, Appalachian Mountains), indicating shear velocity variations in
the crust and the upper mantle associated with these structures. A 2D spectral analysis of
the phase-velocity maps suggests that the magnitude of velocity variation linearly depends
on the structural wavelength. The phase velocity variations in the western US are on average
1-2 times greater than those in the eastern US at most of the structural wavelengths.
The methodology and automated system we develop in this paper has been adopted by
IRIS as a data product to provide weekly updated phase velocity maps of continental US at:
http://www.iris.edu/ds/products/aswms/. The Matlab code of the Automated Surface-
Wave Measuring System (ASWMS) is available at https://github.com/jinwar/matgsdf.
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Chapter 3
Crust and Upper Mantle Structure
Associated with Extension in the




The Woodlark seafloor spreading center is propagating westwards into the Australian plate
near the D’Entrecasteaux Islands (DI), Papua New Guinea, generating an active transition
zone from continental rifting to seafloor spreading. From March 2010 to July 2011, we
deployed 31 inland and 8 off-shore broadband seismic stations around the DI region, to
explore the dynamic processes of the lithosphere extension and the exhumation of the high-
pressure terranes exposed on those islands. We measure the multi-band (10-60 s) Rayleigh-
wave phase velocities from both ambient-noise and earthquake signals. These measurements
are then inverted for a three-dimensional shear-velocity model for the crust and upper mantle.
The results indicate that the lithosphere extension is localized near the rift axis beneath the
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DI, with a shear-velocity structure in the upper mantle that is similar to mid-ocean ridges.
Beneath the Kiribisi Basin west of DI, a ultra-slow shear-velocity anomaly (∼4.0 km/s) is
observed at shallow mantle depth (30-60 km), which can be interpreted either by the presence
of excess partial melt due to slow melt extraction, or by the existence of felsic crustal material
mixing with the surrounding mantle.
3.1 Introduction
The D’Entrecasteaux Islands (DI) of Papua New Guinea locate on the axis of the Wood-
lark rifting system, which is an active transition zone from continental rifting to seafloor
spreading (Figure 3.1) (e.g. Taylor et al., 1999; Ferris et al., 2006). These islands expose the
high-pressure (HP) metamorphic terranes bearing the youngest-known ultrahigh-pressure
(UHP) coesite eclogite (Monteleone et al., 2007; Zirakparvar et al., 2011). The burial of
these HP/UHP rocks is thought to have occured during the Cenozoic arc-continent collision
between the Australian Plate and the Papua New Guinea mainland (e.g., Lus et al., 2004),
and they remained at mantle depth until being rapidly exhumed to the surface over the
last 5-8 Ma at plate-tectonic rates (e.g. Baldwin et al., 2004, 2008; Gordon et al., 2012).
The exhumation of the UHP rocks is coeval with the local extensional tectonic environment
(Taylor et al., 1999).
The exhumation process occurs on the axis of the Woodlark Rift, synchronous with its
westward propagation (Baldwin et al., 1993; Monteleone et al., 2007). The slab pull from
the Solomon Sea plate subduction at the New Britain Trench creates a strong extensional
environment that favors the exhumation of UHP rocks. There are two competing models to
explain the exhumation process in this area: subduction reversal that extracts UHP rocks
along the paleo-subduction channel as a low-angle unroofing process (Hill et al., 1992; Webb
et al., 2008), or thinning of overlying crust that allows penetration of buoyant continental
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Figure 3.1: Tectonic map of Papua Peninsula and Woodlark Basin (from Eilon et al. (2014),
modified after Baldwin et al. (2008)). Yellow and green circles are Euler poles for the
Woodlark plate (WLK) relative to the Australia plate (AUS) between 6.0-0.5 Ma (Taylor
et al., 1999) and present-day rotation (Wallace, 2004), respectively. Red arrows show the
current motions of WLK with respect to AUS given by the GPS measurements (Wallace,
2004). Oceanic crust shown by gray shading, Brunes chron indicated by white dashed line,
and the recent shift in tectonics is evident from the obliquity of present spreading ridges
to magnetic isochrons. Purple shaded: PUB(Papuan Ultramafic Belt); light blue shaded:
Owen-Stanley Metamorphics. DIs: D’Entrecasteaux Islands (G: Goodenough, F: Fergusson,
N: Normanby); KB: Kiribisi Basin; OSFZ: Owen Stanley Fault Zone; SDM: Suckling-Dayman
Massif (Dayman Dome); TP: Trobriand Platform; TTF: Trobriand Transfer Fault. Blue box
shows area of field deployment in later figures, active volcanic centers in this region only are
depicted. Inset: simplified regional tectonics showing role of WLK and South Bismarck Plate
(SBP) in mobile belt between obliquely converging Australian and Pacific (PAC) plates.
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A numerical modeling study of the diapiric unroofing process requires extremely buoy-
ant crustal bodies and extensive partial melt in the crust and upper mantle (Ellis et al.,
2011). The sporadic volcanism observed across the region may imply the existence of partial
melting in upper mantle, with the magmatic composition indicative of subduction enrich-
ment (e.g., Smith and Davies , 1976; Martinez and Taylor , 1996; Taylor and Huchon, 2002).
The presence of the high-density Papuan Ultramafic Belt (PUB) within the Papuan Penin-
sula (Figure 3.1) (Davies and Warren, 1988), potentially overlying lower-density continental
crust, provides a possible source of gravity instability to fuel diapir extrusion (Martinez et al.,
2001).
The youngest high-grade metamorphic rocks locate at Goodenough Island, the western-
most of the DI (Monteleone et al., 2007). At the Kiribisi Basin west of Goodenough Island,
where potential UHP exhumation may occur in the future, little localized surface extension
can be observed in the geology and stratigraphy offshore (Fitz and Mann, 2013), while up
to 100-140 km extension is required by the far-field plate motion in the last 6 Ma (Taylor
et al., 1999; Goodliffe and Taylor , 2007; Eilon et al., 2014). A recent GPS study reveals that
most of the current extension is compensated at the normal faults around the DI and at
the Mai’iu fault on the Peninsula (Wallace et al., 2014). Although the mantle deformation
estimated from seismic anisotropy suggests a broad mantle flow field (Eilon et al., 2014),
localized lithospheric extension is observed in the eastern DI (Abers et al., 2002; Eilon et al.,
2015). The mantle seismic velocity (and inferred lithospheric geometry) and crustal thickness
beneath the Kiribisi Basin are important observations to evaluate the lithospheric extension.
From March 2010 to August 2011, 31 land-based broadband stations (Guralp CMG-3T
with 120s-corner sensors) and 8 ocean bottom seismometers (OBS, Trillium 240 with 240s-
corner seismometers) were deployed with a station spacing ∼25 km, to cover a 2.5◦×2.5◦ area
centered at Goodenough Island (Figure 3.2). We perform surface-wave tomography on the
collected data and provide a seismic shear-velocity model to reveal the possible distribution
of temperature, melt, and compositional anomalies in the crust and the upper mantle, and
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Figure 3.2: Topography map with station and profile locations. Triangles are land stations
while circles are OBSs. Red lines are the profile locations shown in Figure 3.9. The map
labels are the same as in Figure 3.1.
their possible roles in the UHP unroofing. We find that the mantle extension is localized
along the rift axis, and ultra-slow shear velocity in the upper mantle beneath the Kiribisi
Basin implies the potential existence of partial melt and/or felsic crustal material.
3.2 Methodology and Data
We image the crust and mantle to approximately 90 km depth in the region using Rayleigh
waves derived from a combination of ambient noise and teleseismic earthquakes. Ambient-
noise and earthquake-based Rayleigh-wave tomography are highly complementary, in that
ambient noise is ideally suited to relatively short periods, while teleseismic Rayleigh waves
generally constrain longer periods. In detail, the two sources must be processed separately,
but the resulting maps of phase velocity are generally compatible [e.g. Jin and Gaherty,
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2015]. In this study, they can be combined to provide phase-velocity dispersion curves from
10-60 sec. Here we summarize the analyses utilized to extract phase velocity from each type
of data.
3.2.1 Ambient noise tomography
We use ambient-noise signals to obtain Rayleigh-wave phase velocities at high frequencies
(T<20 s). To estimate phase velocity, we apply the measurement in the frequency domain to
minimize the limitation of short inter-station distance at long periods (Aki , 1957; Ekström
et al., 2009; Calkins et al., 2011). The stacked cross-spectrum ρ between two vertical records










where am(ω) are the cylindrical the harmonic coefficients of the source azimuthal density
function, Jm are the Bessel functions of the first kind, and c(ω) is the frequency-dependent
phase velocity (Cox , 1973). If the source distribution is homogeneous, the only non-zero
term of am is a0 = 1. The cross-spectrum ρ can be rewritten as (Aki , 1957):






In reality, the source distribution may not be azimuthally isotropic, which causes the imag-
inary part of the cross-spectrum to be non-zero (Cox , 1973). However, this problem can
be minimized by properly normalizing the data (Bensen et al., 2007). We can therefore
approximate the real part of the cross-spectrum as:






by ignoring the higher order terms of harmonic expansion (Ekström et al., 2009).
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We apply this analysis to the continuous broadband vertical-component records, which
are down-sampled to 1 Hz and then divided into hour-long segments. After removing the
instrument responses, we normalize the traces by applying the running-absolute-mean tech-
nique in the time domain to eliminate the effects of large earthquakes (Bensen et al., 2007).












where Ui and Vi are the Fourier transform of the i
th time-segment records of two stations.
The cross-spectra ρ(ω) can be transformed back to the time domain to examine the data
quality. Figure 3.3 shows the stacked cross-spectra in the time domain after two different
band-pass filters. Clean Rayleigh-wave Green’s functions can be observed in the period
band 10-20 s. The data quality is low at higher frequency band (6-9 s), with asymmetric
waveforms and high noise level. This is probably caused by uneven distribution of the
secondary microseismic sources (Tian and Ritzwoller , 2015).
Ekström et al. (2009) developed a method to estimate dispersion curves in frequency
domain by tracking the zero-crossing locations of Bessel functions. With ωn denoting the
frequency of the nth zero-crossing and zn representing the nth zero of J0, the phase velocity





This technique is robust but can still have problems with short-path station pairs, since
phase velocities only at zero-crossing frequencies can be measured, and other parts of the
dispersion curve have to be interpolated. This issue is particularly important in this study,
in which the array’s aperture is small. By assuming an average phase velocity of 3.2 km/s,
the zero-crossing intervals of J0 being close to π, and a frequency band ranging from 0.04
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Figure 3.3: Time-domain ambient noise cross-correlation waveforms of station AGAN to all
the other stations. Left panel: cross-correlation waveforms filtered between 10-20 s. Right
panel: cross-correlation waveforms filtered between 6-9 s.




r ≈ 0.07r, (3.6)
where r is in km. For the station pairs with inter-station path shorter than 70 km, which
comprise 30% of all the possible station pairs in this study, only 4-5 data points can be
retrieved to constrain the entire dispersion curve.
In order to better estimate phase velocities from the short-path station pairs, we instead
fit the entire cross-spectrum waveforms in the frequency band of interest via a non-linear
least-square inversion. Equation 3.3 can be rewritten as:





= J0 (ωt(ω)) , (3.7)
where t(ω) = r/c(ω) is the phase-delay time (or travel time) between the two stations, and
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is the unknown variable to be determined. We invert for t(ω) by minimizing the penalty















X is a step function, with X(x ≥ 0) = 1 and X(x < 0) = 0, and α is a scaling factor to
match the amplitude of J0 with the observation, which is re-calculated in each iteration.
The penalty function ε2 has three components. The first term on the RHS is the misfit of
the predicted Bessel function to the observation, the second term quantifies the smoothness of
dispersion curve, and the third term forces the dispersion to be “normal” within the frequency
band, i.e. requires the phase velocity to be slower at higher frequency. The constants a and
b are the coefficients that control the weighting of the damping terms. During the inversion,
the dispersion curve is down-sampled to 5.5 mHz to decrease the number of unknowns.
Examples of the Bessel function fitting can be seen in Figure 3.4. The intra-station paths
between the station MAYA and the OBS D to the station AGAN are very similar, and so
is their average dispersion (right panel). The discrepancies at long periods are caused by
the large Bessel function misfit of the land-OBS pair at low frequencies, probably due to the
lower SNR. The OBS-OBS pairs in general have very low SNR for this dataset, especially for
the frequencies higher than 0.08 Hz (12.5 s). They only comprise 7% of the measurements,
and are omitted from subsequent inversions.
The phase travel times between 496 station pairs with more than 2000 hours of cross-
correlation time and high SNR are selected to invert for the 2D phase velocity maps at differ-
ent frequencies. We adopt the ray-theory tomography, and weight each measurement based
on the misfit of the Bessel-function fitting and the number of time segments being stacked.
Only the station pairs with intra-station distances between one and six wavelengths of the
Rayleigh waves are included in the tomographic inversion. We apply a smoothness damping
by minimizing the second-order gradient of the phase velocities. The phase-velocity maps
are generated at 8 periods from 10.2 to 17.4 s. A checkerboard test shows that anomalies
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1Figure 3.4: Examples of cross-spectrum waveform fitting. Left: Solid lines are observations
and dashed lines are fitting results. Blue lines are from a land-land station pair (AGAN and
MAYA), magenta lines are from a land-OBS pair (AGAN and D), while red lines are from
an OBS-OBS pair (E and H). Measurements from OBS-OBS pairs are discarded due to the
low SNR. Right: dispersion curves from the Bessel function fittings in the left panel.
larger than ∼40 km can be well retrieved. Examples of the phase-velocity maps from the
ambient-noise analysis are shown in the first row of Figure 3.5.
3.2.2 Earthquake Helmholtz Tomography
We use teleseismic surface waves to estimate Rayleigh-wave phase velocities at low frequen-
cies. In this study, we adopt the automated surface wave measuring system (ASWMS)
developed by Jin and Gaherty (2015) to retrieve the 2D phase-velocity maps.
The ASWMS measures the phase variations between nearby stations by calculating the
multi-channel cross-correlation functions Ci(t) between vertical component records, which
can be summarized as:
Ci(t) = Fi ∗Wc(S1 ? WsS2), (3.9)
where S1 and S2 are the seismic records from two nearby stations, WS is the window function
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Figure 3.5: Phase velocity maps at different periods. The upper panels show the results
from ambient noise, while the lower panels show the earthquake results. Land stations and
OBSs are indicated by triangles and circles respectively.
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this study), “∗” is the convolution operator, “?” is the cross-correlation operator, Wc is the
window function applied on the cross-correlation waveform to further isolate the coherent
signal generated by fundamental Rayleigh waves, and Fi is the i
th narrow band filter with
the central frequency ωi.
Ci(t) is then fit by a five-parameter wavelet defined as:
Ci(t) ≈ AGa [σ(t− tg)] cos [ω(t− tp)] , (3.10)
where the two important variables are the group delay tg and the phase delay tp between
the two stations, while Ga is the Gaussian function, A is a positive scale factor, σ is the
half-bandwidth, and ω is the center frequency of the narrow-band waveform.
The phase delay tp is then corrected for cycle-skipping and bias generated by the window
functions. We define the corrected phase delay as δτp. In most cases, there is only subtle
difference between tp and δτp.
We retrieve the corrected phase delays δτp from all nearby station pairs within 200 km,
and use these measurements to invert for the phase-velocity maps. The Eikonal tomography
method (Lin et al., 2009) is modified to adapt to the irregularly spaced arrays (Jin and





where ~r1 and ~r2 are the location vectors of the two stations, and ~S(~r) is the slowness vector
field to be solved. The slowness vector field is inverted independently for each event, and the
apparent phase velocity can be obtained from the length of the slowness vector: c′ = 1/|~S(~r)|.
We then use the amplitude measurements to further correct the phase-velocity maps
obtained from the Eikonal tomography. The amplitudes are measured using the auto-
correlation functions that are similar to the definition of Equation 3.9, except S1 is sub-
stituted for S2. The auto-correlation function is then fitted via Equation 3.10, and the scale
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factor A is a good approximation of the power spectrum amplitude at the center frequency
ωi.
The amplitude measurements are used to correct the Eikonal phase velocity c′ for the










where c(~r) is the corrected (structural) phase velocity and A(~r) is the amplitude field. We
retrieve individual structural phase-velocity maps for each event, which are then averaged
to obtain the final phase velocity maps at each frequency.
From March 2010 to June 2011, a total of 93 earthquakes with magnitudes larger than
6.0, source depths shallower than 50 km, and epicentral distances from 20◦ to 140◦ are
selected. The azimuthal distribution of the events is shown in Figure 3.6. The azimuthal
distribution of events is not even, since a large number of eligible earthquakes are from
the NNW direction. Eilon et al. (2014) report strong azimuthal anisotropy existing in this
area. This uneven-distribution of back azimuths may induce some bias in the phase-velocity
measurements, which is further discussed in Section 3.3.2. The phase velocities obtained
using the Helmholtz tomography method is shown in the lower row of Figure 3.5.
3.2.3 Shear-Velocity Inversion
We utilize the phase-velocity maps to construct a three-dimensional (3D) shear-velocity
model for the region. At each pixel, dispersion curves are retrieved from the phase-velocity
maps, and then inverted for 1-D shear-velocity model. This inversion is known to be strongly
dependent on choice of a starting model. In order to minimize and evaluate the effect of the
dependence, we develop a strategy that can be divided into three steps: a grid-search for
the best initial model, a random perturbation on the best model to generate a large initial
model set, and iterative nonlinear least-squares inversions to get the final model distribution.
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Azimuthal distribution of events
Figure 3.6: Azimuthal distribution of events for the earthquake-based phase-velocity mea-
surements.
The final models from the random initial models are statistically summarized to get the final
result.
First, we search through a range of parameters to find a good starting model at each pixel.
In this step, the model space is simply divided into three layers: a shallow layer representing
sediment or shallowmost crustal rocks, a crustal layer with the thickness constrained by
the preliminary receiver-function results (Abers et al., 2012; Obrebski et al., 2014), and a
half-space layer underneath representing the mantle. The receiver function analysis is based
on the H-κ stacking approach Zhu and Kanamori (2000) to estimate the Moho depth at
each station location. These Moho depths are preliminary, but provide a good estimation
of first-order crustal thickness variation in the area. We use a minimum-curvature surface
fitting to produce a continuous Moho-depth variation across the array. For each pixel, we
search through various shallow-layer thicknesses, crustal velocities, and mantle velocities to
find the best 3-layer model, which provides the minimum misfit to the observed dispersion
curve. The parameter space being searched through is listed in Table 3.1.
In order to evaluate the effect of initial model dependency on the resulting model, we
randomly perturb the best initial models found in the previous step. At each pixel, all the
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Table 3.1: Initial Model Grid-search Parameters
Parameter Search values Unit
Shallow layer thickness 2, 4 km
Shallow layer velocity 2.5 7 km/s
Crustal velocity 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 km/s
Mantle velocity 4.1, 4.3, 4.5, 4.7 km/s
model parameters are perturbed within a certain range to generate a large set of initial
models. The maximum perturbations for the model parameters are: 30% for shallow-layer
velocity, 10% for crust and mantle velocities, 5 km for crustal thickness, and 1 km for shallow-
layer thickness. For each pixel, we generate 100 random initial models to feed into the later
inversion.
We utilize the program surf96 (Herrmann and Ammon, 2004; Herrmann, 2013) to invert
for detailed 1D structures of the crust and upper mantle. This program iteratively perturbs
the shear velocity of each model layer to fit the observed dispersion curve at a given pixel
using an iterative least-squares approach. We divide the crust (without the shallow layer)
of initial models into 4 layers with even thickness, and the mantle into 10 layers with a
thickness of 10 km. At each iteration, a smoothness damping is applied to the shear-velocity
perturbations in the crust and in the mantle separately (no smoothing is applied across the
Moho). This procedure ensures the smoothness of final model, while maintaining the velocity
discontinuity across Moho if it is required by data.
The non-linear least-squares inversion is performed on the 100 initial models generated in
the previous steps at each pixel. Final models with large misfits are discarded (20 % larger
than the average misfits), with the rest being selected to estimate the mean and standard
deviation of the shear velocities at a certain depth.
Examples of the inversion results are shown in Figure 3.7. The averaged 1-D shear
velocity profiles of each the pixel are gathered to form the 3-D shear velocity model shown
in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.
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Figure 3.7: One-dimensional shear velocity inversions at several example locations. For
each subplot, left panel shows the random generated initial models (grey lines), while right
panel shows inverted final models. Mean model is represented by solid black line, with dashed
black lines indicating one standard deviation. The red line from 30-100 km in the right panel
shows the Vs calculation from mantle adiabatic upwelling model, using the parameters from
Jackson and Faul (2010), while the green line shows the EPR model from Gu et al. (2005).
The embedded map in the left shows the grid location, while the embedded panel in the right
shows the inverted phase velocities (red lines) compared to the observations (black circles).
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Figure 3.8: Mean shear velocity at different depths. Depth of 20 km corresponds to mid-to-
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Figure 3.9: Mean shear velocity along vertical 2-D profiles. The location of profiles can be




Phase-velocity maps of selected periods are shown in Figure 3.5. In general, phase velocities
at higher frequencies are more sensitive to shallower structures. In detail, the sensitivity is
highly dependent on the velocity structure. For general earth structure, the peak sensitivity
depth is approximately one-third of the surface-wave wavelength.
The highest frequencies (10-15 s) are primarily associated with variation in crustal ve-
locities, including the possible effect of thick sediments in the Trobriand Platform (Fitz and
Mann, 2013). The 17-s and 20-s phase-velocity maps correlate well with the Moho topogra-
phy from the preliminary receiver-function results (Figure 3.10), as the Moho depth variation
in the region (20-40 km) (Abers et al., 2002, 2012; Obrebski et al., 2014) corresponds to the
peak Rayleigh-wave sensitivity at these periods (Figure 3.11). For regions with thinner crust
(for example, Fergusson and Goodenough Islands), more mantle rocks are sampled and there-
fore the phase velocity is higher. The consistency between the two observations shows good
reliability of both results. At low frequencies (T>20 s), the slow anomalies mainly locate
along the projection of the Woodlark Rift axis, with the slowest region moving from west to
east as period increases. At low frequencies, the slow anomalies mainly locate along the pro-
jection of the Woodlark rift axis, with slowest region moving from west to east as frequency
decreases.
As presented in Section 3.2, the phase velocities at short periods (10-17 s) and at long
periods (20-60 s) are retrieved using different methods. The short-period phase velocities are
inverted based on the straight-ray assumption, as the array aperture is not large enough to
perform Eikonal tomography. Theoretically, the straight-ray tomography can be biased by
the ray-bending effect. However, Lin et al. (2009) show that this bias is fairly small (< 0.3%)
for short intra-station distance, such as used here. The smoothness of the dispersion curves
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Figure 3.10: Crustal thickness from the receiver function analysis (Abers et al., 2012). Values
between the stations are interpolated using a minimum-curvature surface.
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Figure 3.11: Shear-velocity sensitivity kernels of Rayleigh-wave phase velocities at different
frequencies. The kernels are calculated based on a 1D model with a 32-km crust.
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3.3.2 Shear Velocity
A large part of the shear-velocity uncertainties come from the initial model dependence of
the inversion. At each pixel, 100 initial models are randomly generated to invert for shear-
velocity profiles. These profiles are then averaged to provide the final result (Section 3.2.3).
In general, the standard deviations of the shear velocities from different initial models are
smaller than 0.05 km/s at mantle depth (>40 km). The standard deviations are higher
around Moho depth (0.1-0.15 km/s), as dispersion curves cannot precisely constrain sharp
velocity transitions. The inversion results of several typical locations, together with their
uncertainties, are shown in Figure 3.7. The depth slices and cross sections of the 3D shear
velocity model are shown in Figure 3.8 and 3.9.
These results outline several main features:
1. The axis of the Woodlark rift beneath the DI is identified by slow anomalies with a
width about 60 km, extending in depth to the model base.
2. The shallow mantle beneath the Kiribisi Basin west of Goodenough Island (30-60 km,
centered around 9.4◦S, 149.9◦E) is slower than that beneath the eastern DI.
3. Mantle velocity beneath the Trobriand Platform and the Papuan Peninsula are notably
higher, consistent with stable lithosphere mantle.
Since the period range we use for the inversion is from 10-60 s, the structures shal-
lower than 10 km and deeper than 90 km are not well constrained. In addition, the Moho
depths of the initial models are constrained by the preliminary receiver-function results. A
more formal inversion of receiver function waveforms using dispersion constraint is underway
(Obrebski et al., 2014). Our approach allows us to retrieve a continuous velocity volume, that




The average shear velocity at 20 km depth is around 3.5 km/s beneath Fergusson Island and
west of Normanby Island (Figure 3.8). This result agrees well with the body wave tomog-
raphy result (3.6 km/s) at 23.5 km depth derived from travel times of local events (Ferris
et al., 2006). Such slow velocities suggest a felsic to intermediate lower-crustal composi-
tion, which matches well with the granitic intrusion associated with the metamorphic core
complex unroofing observed on the DI (Ferris et al., 2006).
The crust beneath the eastern DI is significantly thinned to ∼20 km, compared to the
likely original thickness of 35-40 km seen at off-axis stations (Abers et al., 2002, 2012).
Mantle velocities at this location are low relative to the off-axis regions, implying that the
lithosphere has been thinned. This localized crustal and lithospheric extension is likely
associated with mantle upwelling, which generates temperature variation and possible partial
melt in the upper mantle. The deeper mantle (>60 km) beneath this region has a shear
velocity around 4.1 km/s (Figure 3.7a), which is close to asthenosphere velocities beneath
the youngest oceanic lithosphere (Nishimura and Forsyth, 1989; Gu et al., 2005), where the
mantle geotherm is likely controlled by adiabatic upwelling (Figure 3.7a).
The upper-most mantle (25-40 km) is slightly faster, with a value ranging from 4.2 to
4.3 km/s. This fast-velocity structure is very similar to the Ethiopian Rift in the east Africa
at the similar depth, where the continental lithosphere is thinned due to lateral extension,
with the remaining represented by a thin fast seismic lid at the most shallow part of the
mantle (Dugda et al., 2007; Keranen et al., 2009).
Kiribisi Basin
Figure 3.7b displays a typical shear velocity structure beneath the Kiribisi Basin between
Goodenough Island and the stratovolcano Mt. Victory. The preliminary receiver-function
results suggest a Moho depth around 30-35 km in this region. However, these results are
mainly constrained by the OBS measurements, which are not reliable due to the complexity of
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signals recorded, possibly due to basin reverberations. The shear velocity inversion shows no
significant velocity discontinuity deeper than 20 km, but displays a gradual velocity increase
at shallow depths: from 3.3 km/s in the upper crust (<10 km), to 3.5 km/s at mid-crustal
depth (10-15 km), to 3.8 km/s in the lower crust depth (>18 km). This crustal structure
is similar with the structure along the coastal area of Papua Peninsula northwest of Mt.
Victory from previous seismic refraction studies (Finlayson et al., 1976, 1977).
Very slow shear velocities (∼4.0 km/s) are observed at shallow mantle depth from 30
to 60 km beneath this region, which is slower than the mantle beneath the DI at the same
depth. Deeper than 60 km, the shear velocity increases rapidly with depth, reaching a value
of 4.4 km/s at 90 km.
Papua Peninsula and Trobriand Platform
Figure 3.7 c and d depict the typical shear velocity profiles of the Papuan Peninsula and
the Trobriand Platform, respectively. These two regions show a similar structure and we
interpret them as representing the unrifted continental lithosphere. The receiver function
results suggest Moho depth in these regions of ∼30-35 km, and the shear velocity inversion
requires a sharp velocity discontinuity at a similar depth.
In the upper mantle, a fast seismic layer exists from the Moho to about 60 km depth.
The lithosphere beneath the Trobriand Platform appears much faster than that beneath the
Papuan Peninsula. This fast anomaly is at the edge of our array and thus poorly resolved
by surface waves, but teleseismic body-wave tomography (Eilon et al., 2015) also shows a
significant velocity contrast (∼10%) between the Trobriand Platform and the DI at upper-
mantle depths (60-120 km). The consistency between these two studies indicates that the
fast velocity zone in the upper mantle beneath the Trobriand Platform may be real. Eilon
et al. (2015) also note the presence of intermediate-depth earthquakes in this region (Dieck




3.4.1 Localization of lithospheric extension
There are significant variations of the extension rate along the Woodlark Rift due to the plate
motion geometry. A maximum of ∼140 km extension is required west of Goodenough Island
and ∼200 km east of Normanby Island (Taylor et al., 1999; Eilon et al., 2014). This ∼30%
difference in extension may lead to variations in the localization of lithospheric extension
along the rift.
In the eastern DI, the seismic observations are consistent with substantial crustal thin-
ning and lithospheric removal (Abers et al., 2002, 2012; Eilon et al., 2015). The exhumed
domes, containing rocks that reached maximum pressures of ∼3 GPa (100 km) (e.g. Baldwin
et al., 2008), currently occupy the space of the original upper crust. Such exhumation may
be associated with a strong diapiric mantle upwelling, as modelled by Ellis et al. (2011).
However, the shear-velocity profile in this region resembles a mantle structure controlled by
adiabatic upwelling. Figure 3.7a shows the comparisons of our result to the East Pacific
Rise (Gu et al., 2005), as well as the calculated shear velocities of dry olivine using the pa-
rameterization of Jackson and Faul (2010), with the assumptions of 1-cm grain size, 1350◦C
potential temperature, and adiabatic geotherm extending up to the base of the crust. The
slightly slower observed velocity in this study at >60 km depth compared to the predicted
shear velocity of dry olivine may be caused by slightly higher potential temperature (Dalton
et al., 2014), presence of water and partial melt (Braun, 2000), and/or smaller grain size
(Jackson and Faul , 2010).
The faster upper-most mantle lid (25-40 km) may represent the thinned remnant of the
pre-rift continental lithosphere, perhaps thermally or compositionally modified by the rifting
process (e.g. Schmeling and Wallner , 2012). While highly extended continental crust is well
documented in mature rifts (e.g. Keranen et al., 2009) and rifted margins (Shillington et al.,
2006), observations of thinned mantle lithosphere are relatively few. Dugda et al. (2007) find
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evidence for a thin seismic lid beneath the main Ethiopian rift, with velocities very similar to
those observed here. They interpreted the lid as continental lithosphere that was thermally
modified by plume impingement associated with rifting, producing velocities that are lower
than in the surrounding, unextended lithosphere. There is no evidence for significant thermal
perturbation prior to extension in our region, but the velocities in the lid beneath the DEI
are lower than in the surrounding peninsula and Trobriand plateau (Figure 3.7). The pre-rift
lithosphere was likely a complex mélange built up by a recent history of subduction and arc-
continent collision (e.g. Webb et al., 2014; Malusà et al., 2015), and this perhaps explains the
velocity heterogeneity within the lithosphere. However, it is also plausible that the processes
of lower-crustal exhumation and associated volcanism resulted in localized thermal and/or
compositional modification of the extended lithosphere, similar to in the case in Ethiopia.
Beneath the Kiribisi Basin, west of Goodenough Island, no clear velocity discontinuities
can be observed from 10 to 60 km depth (Figure 3.7b). The Kiribisi Basin is a shallow-
water area with presumably thick crust extending north from the Papuan Peninsula, where
a seismic refraction study estimates a crustal thickness of ∼25 km (Finlayson et al., 1977).
Fitz and Mann (2013) use sedimentary records to demonstrate very little (∼2-10 km) upper
crust extension within the Kiribisi basin since late Miocene, although faults identified on
reflection seismic records sometimes underestimate crustal extension by a significant amount
(Reston, 2007).
We interpret this region as having a crust about 30 km thick (Figure 3.10), with relatively
fast lower crust and very slow upper mantle, so the velocity contrast between crustal and
mantle rocks is small. Finlayson et al. (1977) reports the P velocity of the lower crust
beneath the west Kiribisi Basin is around 6.5-7.0 km/s, which agrees well with the 3.8 km/s
S velocity that we observe, assuming an approximate Vp/Vs ratio of 1.80 (Ferris et al.,
2006). Combined with the very low mantle shear velocities (3.9-4.1 km/s) observed in this
region, the seismic expression of the Moho is minimal. The interpretation of the slow mantle
velocities is discussed in the next section; in terms of lithospheric breakup, they suggest that
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such extension is embryonic, and has not yet significantly impacted the crustal structure.
While there is little expression of crustal thinning over thinned mantle lithosphere west of
the DI, there is evidence of the extensional processes stepping southwards from Goodenough
Island onto the Papuan Peninsula. The basin structure southwest of Goodenough Island
shows signs of recent extensional faults (Fitz and Mann, 2013) and is delineated by a band
of active seismicity (Dieck et al., 2013). The Dayman Dome massif has been interpreted
to be an extensional core complex (e.g. Daczko et al., 2011). The zone of low velocities in
the mantle beneath the Kiribisi Basin clearly do not correlate with the trend or locations of
these structures. The crustal thickness within the transfer basin southwest of Goodenough
Island cannot be well resolved, but stations near Dayman Dome show no evidence of thinned
crust in either receiver functions (Abers et al., 2012; Obrebski et al., 2014) or surface-wave
velocities.
3.4.2 Upper mantle structure of the Kiribisi Basin
One of the most interesting observations of this study is the extremely slow anomaly (∼4.0
km/s) at upper mantle depth beneath the Kiribisi Basin, near 9.4◦S, 149.9◦E, west of Goode-
nough Island (e.g., 30-60 km depth, Figure 3.9). Several mechanisms can affect shear velocity
in the upper mantle, including temperature variation, composition, and existence of partial
melt. Here we present two possible interpretations of this observation.
The first interpretation is based on the notion that the slow anomaly is generated by
temperature variation and partial melt. Abers et al. (2002) suggest a 300-700◦C temperature
difference in the uppermost mantle beneath the eastern DI compared to the surrounding
continental lithosphere, if the P-velocity slow anomaly is interpreted only as a result of
temperature variation. Eilon et al. (2015) demonstrate that at ∼90 km depth large (700◦C)
thermal gradients exist in the mantle between the rift axis and a fast, seismogenic structure
to the north. At 30-60 km depth, the shear velocity in the western Kiribisi Basin is 0.2-0.3
km/s slower than the upper mantle beneath the eastern DI. This is surprising because of the
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smaller amount of extension in the west. If we try to explain this velocity contrast by purely
thermal variation of melt-free dry olivine, it would imply temperatures around 100− 200◦C
higher than the adiabatic geotherm at 30-60 km depth, based on the approach of Jackson
and Faul (2010), and assuming a constant grain size of 1 cm.
For a peridotitic mantle, velocities this low at this depth imply the presence of melt. The
presence of water (perhaps emplaced during the long history of subduction in the region)
could combine with temperature to lower velocities, but the degree of water necessary would
lower the melting temperature such that melting would be induced in this regime as well. It
is difficult to determine the abundance of partial melt just by isotropic shear velocity alone,
because the melt distribution have great effect on shear velocity and anisotropy (Bastow
et al., 2010). Most studies suggest 2-10 % of shear velocity reduction for each percent of
partial melt (e.g. Takei , 2002; Hammond and Humphreys , 2000; Takei and Holtzman, 2009),
which is more than enough to explain our observation without much temperature variation.
Why the mantle beneath the less-extended Kiribisi Basin is slower relative to the extended
region beneath the DI is unclear. One possible interpretation is that, in the west, the slower
and less localized extension near the surface, together with the un-thinned continental crust,
inhibits melt extraction, and facilitates partial-melt accumulation in the upper mantle. This
phenomenon has been proposed in mid-ocean ridge environments where melt production
outpaces melt extraction (e.g. Lizarralde et al., 2004; Gaherty and Dunn, 2007; Wei et al.,
2015). Teleseismic body-wave tomography (Eilon et al., 2015) observes low velocities and
thus high temperatures at larger depth (>90 km) beneath this region, and thus mantle
upwelling may be inducing melting that shallow extension has yet to tap.
In the east, on the other hand, the crustal thinning (Abers et al., 2002), dike intrusion
(e.g. Little et al., 2011), and local volcanism (e.g. Smith, 1976; Baldwin et al., 2012) on the
DI facilitate melt extraction and cooling of the upper mantle. Furthermore, the eastern DI
are within 100 km of the Woodlark spreading center tip. Melt extraction associated with
building modern oceanic crust may induce an eastward melt propagation, which also helps
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to generate a E-W gradient of melt abundance in the upper mantle between the eastern DI
and the Kiribisi Basin.
The alternative interpretation of the slow anomaly is based on a possible compositional
difference. The gneiss domes that form the DI contain a significant amount of felsic material,
some of which was subducted to the depth of ∼100 km prior to exhumation (e.g. Baldwin
et al., 2008; Little et al., 2011). The U-Pb zircon geochronologic analysis from the Fergusson
Island samples yields an exhumation history that suggests the UHP metamorphic eclogites
stalled beneath the crust for ∼1 Ma, before they were finally exhumed to the surface (Gordon
et al., 2012). Meanwhile, the exhumation propagates to the west, as shown by a westward
younging of the 40Ar/39Ar cooling ages of the HP samples within the DI (Baldwin et al.,
1993). These observations suggest the possible presence of felsic, crustal materials in the
mantle west of Goodenough Island. This material would have been emplaced through the
same (likely subduction-related) process that produced the DI UHP facies, but it has not
yet been exhumed.
We evaluate whether a mix of crustal and mantle rocks can explain the slower upper
mantle (30-60 km) shear velocity beneath the Kiribisi Basin compared to the eastern DI,
where the UHP rocks have been exhumed. Brownlee et al. (2011) investigate the samples
collected from the DI, and estimate their seismic velocities at depth. Based on their calcula-
tion, the quartzofeldspathic gneiss, which is the dominant composition of the gneiss domes,
has a shear velocity of ∼3.7 km/s at the depth of 30-60 km, assuming a temperature of
700◦C. The shear velocity of melt-free olivine at the same P-T condition is 4.6 km/s if 1 cm
grain size is assumed (Jackson and Faul , 2010). The average shear velocity we observed in
the upper-most mantle beneath the Kiribisi Basin is around 4.0 km/s. In order to achieve
this value, about 62 % of the mantle volume should be occupied by quartzofeldspathic gneiss
(using a Voigt-Reuss-Hill average).
This tectonic setup is similar to the numerical diapir model of Ellis et al. (2011). However,
the model requires a 22-km-radius subducted crustal body that is mostly made of gneiss,
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and consists of roughly 10-20% partial melt during exhumation. These conditions would lead
to a shear velocity value much slower than our observation. While the limited resolution
of surface wave tomography (Bodin and Maupin, 2008) allows for small partial-melt crustal
bodies at upper mantle depth, the size must be much smaller than that modeled by Ellis
et al. (2011). Further modeling studies are needed to determine the conditions under which
a mixed felsic-mafic body at depth would provide sufficient buoyancy to drive exhumation,
while still meeting the constraints of seismic observations.
3.5 Conclusion
We retrieve a 3D shear-velocity model in the area near the D’Entrecasteaux Islands, Papua
New Guinea using both ambient noise and earthquake Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity mea-
surements.
The results indicate a localized upper-mantle extension along the Woodlark Rift axis,
which favors the exhumation of the UHP rocks exposed on the DI. In the eastern DI, the
deeper velocity structure (>50km) is close to the prediction of an adiabatic upwelling mantle,
with a slightly faster shallow mantle that may be associated with the extended continental
lithosphere. There is no evidence of an ultra slow diapir-like structure (Ellis et al., 2011)
presently beneath the DI.
We discover the shallow mantle beneath the Kiribisi Basin west of the DI is slower than
the mantle beneath the more extended eastern DI at the same depth. We provide two possible
interpretations of this observation: more partial melt accumulates in the west because of the
less melt extraction; and/or there are un-exhumed felsic crustal material at mantle depth,
mixed with peridotitic mantle west of the DI. In either scenario, the degree of partial melt
is modest. This low-velocity anomaly is spatially decoupled from the surface expression of
extension west of the DI, which occurs 10s of km south on the Papuan Peninsula.
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The propagation of Love waves contains important information to constrain mantle radial
anisotropy. The measurements of Love-wave fundamental-mode phase velocities are usually
contaminated by the first overtone interference, due to their similar group velocities. We
simulate the interference effect on phase-velocity measurements using two plane waves trav-
eling at different phase velocities. The simulation results indicate an asymmetric interference
pattern in phase measurements that may lead to systemic bias. We propose a correction
scheme that utilizes amplitude measurements to correct for the interference. The synthetic
tests suggest the correction can significantly reduce the phase-velocity variance and bias
generated by the interference.
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4.1 Interference Pattern
Global and regional observations suggest that Love-wave phase-velocity measurements show
a systematic variation with epicentral distance that can be explained by the interference
between 0T and 1T (Nettles and Dziewoński , 2011; Foster et al., 2014b). The interference
produces a systematic variation in amplitude and phase that, for array recordings of an earth-
quake at teleseismic distance (> 30◦), can be well reproduced by the interference between
two plane waves with different phase velocities corresponding to 0T and 1T. In this study,
we ignore multi-pathing and ray-bending effects (discussed in Section 4.4), and assume the
structure is homogeneous within the array.
Assuming a wavefield dominated by 0T and 1T, the observed Love wave from an earth-
quake can be represented as:
u(X, t) = A(ω)e−i(ωt+ϕ) = A0(ω)e
−i(ωt−k0X+Φ0) + A1(ω)e
−i(ωt−k1X+Φ1). (4.1)
A and ϕ are the amplitude and phase of the entire waveform. A0 and A1 are the amplitudes
of 0T and 1T, respectively. k0 and k1 are the corresponding average wavenumbers along the
path, Φ0 and Φ1 are the initial phases of 0T and 1T at the source, X is the epicentral distance,
and ω is the angular frequency. The wavenumber k can also be presented as k = ω/c, where
c is the phase velocity. This wavefield summation at a certain location can be simplified as
the summation of two vectors, as demonstrated in Figure 4.1, where ϕ0 = −k0X + Φ0 and
ϕ1 = −k1X + Φ1. The amplitude A and phase ϕ of the entire wavefield is controlled by the
amplitudes A0 and A1, and the phase difference ϕ1 − ϕ0.
Most array-based methods evaluate phase velocity from the local phase gradient, which is
associated with the estimation of relative phase variation between stations. If the measure-
ments are free of overtone interference, where A1 = 0, then the phase variation δϕ between








Figure 4.1: Demonstration of the wave field summation for equation 4.1.
δϕ = k0δX (4.2)
where δX is the difference of their epicentral distance.
If the amplitude of 1T is small (A1  A0), the phase variation, which is defined as the
phase difference from the single-mode situation, can be approximated as:
δϕ = k0δX +
A1
A0
sin[(k1 − k0)δX + δΦ] (4.3)
where δΦ is the phase difference between 0T and 1T at a certain station. The amplitude
variation can be presented as:
A = A0 + A1 cos[(k1 − k0)δX + δΦ] (4.4)










cos[(k1 − k0)δX + δΦ]
}
(4.5)
The apparent wavenumber oscillates around the wavenumber of 0T, with the magnitude of
the oscillation proportional to the amplitude ratio and the wavenumber discrepancy between
the two modes. The interference wavelength L can be obtained by:
L =
∣∣∣∣ 2πk1 − k0
∣∣∣∣ = T ∣∣∣∣ c0c1c0 − c1
∣∣∣∣ (4.6)
In order to verify our approximation, we designed a synthetic experiment. The single-
frequency waveforms of 0T and 1T are approximated as Gaussian-enveloped cosine functions,
providing a total wavefield defined as:
u(X, t) = A0 exp(−
(t− tg)2
2σ2




where tg is the group delay, which is assumed to be the same for both modes, and σ controls
the width of the wavelet. The phase and amplitude are measured at the peak of the envelope
function of u(X, t) using the FTAN method (Levshin et al., 1992). The apparent phase
velocity between two locations is defined as:
c′ =
X2 −X1
tg2 − tg1 − (ϕ2 − ϕ1 + 2πN)/ω
(4.8)
where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the phase measurements at these two locations. N is an integer to
correct cycle skipping.
Figure 4.2a shows an example of this simulation at a period of 40 s. In this case, we assume
the amplitude of 1T is 10% of the amplitude of 0T, with the two modes traveling at the
same group velocity and phase velocities calculated from PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson,
1981) (4.3838 and 4.8773 km/s for 0T and 1T, respectively). The phase and amplitude at
each epicentral distance are calculated via Equation 4.1. The upper and middle panels of
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Figure 4.2a depict the amplitude and phase relative to the fundamental mode (A/A0 and
ϕ − ϕ0, respectively), while the red-dashed lines show the approximations of Equations 4.3
and 4.4. In the bottom panel, the apparent phase velocities are estimated by using station
pairs centered at every 0.1◦ along the great-circle path. We vary inter-station distance from
0.2◦ to 5◦ to evaluate its effect on the phase-velocity estimation. Using Equations 4.5 and
4.6, we calculate that the interference should produce 1% phase velocity variations, with
an interference wavelength of around 1733 km, which is consistent with the simulation in
Figure 4.2a.
If the two waves have more comparable amplitudes, Equation 4.3 becomes less accurate,
while Equation 4.6 is still correct. Figure 4.2b depicts the same simulation, but with an
amplitude ratio between the two modes of 0.5. The interference wavelength is unchanged,
while the phase and amplitude variation as a function of distance becomes asymmetric. The
phase variation goes up to 0.55 rad, which is equivalent to 3.5 s of travel time for 40-s period.
The result shows that the interference generates about 50% variation in amplitude and 10%
in phase velocity.
The asymmetry of the interference pattern is more obvious when the amplitudes of the
two modes are close, as shown in Figure 4.2c. In this case, the amplitude ratio between 1T
and 0T is set to be 0.9, and up to 50% phase-velocity variation can be observed. It is worth
noting that for the majority of the interference cycle, the apparent phase velocity is stable
and biased to be faster than the fundamental-mode phase velocity. This may contribute
to the systematic bias in Love-wave phase-velocity measurements observed in Foster et al.
(2014a,b) and Jin and Gaherty (2015).
The apparent phase velocity is fastest where the two modes are in phase. The apparent
wavenumber at this location can be presented as:
k′peak = k0 +
A1
A0 + A1
(k1 − k0) (4.9)
which corresponds to apparent phase velocity of:
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Figure 4.2: Interference pattern for different amplitude ratio between 1T and 0T. a) Inter-
ference pattern for an amplitude ratio equals to 10%. Upper: phase variations from the
0T phase velocity prediction. Red dashed line shows the prediction of Equation 4.3. Mid:
Amplitude variations. Red dashed line shows the prediction of Equation 4.4. Lower: phase
velocity estimations at different epicentral distances using the two-station method (Equa-
tion 4.8). Colored dashed lines show the measurements with different station spacing, from
0.2◦ to 5◦. b) same as a, but for an amplitude ratio equal to 50%. c) same as a, but for
an amplitude ratio equal to 90%. Note that the range in y axes for all three observables






The slowest apparent phase velocity is observed where the two modes are out of phase by π:
k′trough = k0 −
A1
A0 − A1





When A1 is close to A0, the value of c
′
trough is much farther from c0 than the value of c
′
peak
is from c0, producing the asymmetric pattern in Figure 4.2c.
The measured phase velocity also depends on the distance between the stations used to
estimate the phase gradient. The lower panels of Figure 4.2 show phase-velocity estimations
using the two-station method with various inter-station distances. Larger station spacing
tends to have smaller bias, because the phase variation is averaged out along the longer
inter-station path. This is consistent with the observations of Foster et al. (2014a) and Jin
and Gaherty (2015), that the phase-velocity estimates across USArray using only distant
station pairs have smaller bias than the results of local-array gradient methods that utilize
observations from closely spaced stations.
Depending on the earthquake focal mechanism and the propagation path, it is possible
that the amplitudes of overtones are larger than that of 0T. In that case, the apparent phase
velocity oscillates around the overtone’s phase velocity, and the interference pattern is similar
to Figure 4.2.
4.2 Quasi-Helmholtz Correction
The Helmholtz equation was first used in the field of surface-wave measurement by Lin and
Ritzwoller (2011), to reduce the effect of multi-pathing interference. The Helmholtz equation
can be presented in terms of the wavenumber as:
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where k is structural wavenumber, k′ is apparent wavenumber, and ∇2A is the Laplacian
term of the wave amplitude. Equation 4.13 is only valid for the single-mode situation and
does not work if another wave co-exists with a different phase velocity.
However, the phase and amplitude variations due to the dual-mode interference are highly
correlated (Figure 4.2). This implies the possibility of using the amplitude field to correct the
bias in apparent phase velocity, even under the existence of multiple modes. Equation 4.13
can be modified to conditionally correct for dual-mode interference as:




where α is a constant to compensate for the discrepancy of the two velocities.
We start with the simple case of A1  A0. In this case, the apparent wavenumber
is approximated by Equation 4.5, and the amplitude is presented by Equation 4.4. By
substituting Equations 4.4 and 4.5 into Equation 4.14, and ignoring second-order terms, we
have:
k2 = k20 + [2k0(k1 − k0) + α(k1 − k0)2]
A1
A0
cos(k1 − k0)δX (4.15)









Equation 4.16 is only accurate if A1  A0. However, it can significantly reduce the interfer-
ence bias even if A0 and A1 are more comparable.
The corrected phase-velocity measurements using α calculated from Equation 4.16 are
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Figure 4.3: Effect of quasi-Helmholtz correction on the phase velocity for different amplitude
ratios. Blue line: uncorrected phase-velocity measurements. Red line: corrected phase-
velocity measurements using α estimated from Equation 4.16. Black line: corrected phase
velocity using α inverted from data. Blue line: true 0T phase velocity.






































Figure 4.4: Same as Figure 4.3, but for larger amplitude ratios, only the portion with
∇2A > 0 is used to estimate α and apply the correction.
shown as the red lines in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, for simulated data with various A1/A0 ratios
ranging from 0.1 to 0.9. The results suggest that the correction significantly reduces the
phase-velocity variations due to the interference. As the amplitude ratio increases, the
correction becomes less accurate: it undercorrects the constructively interfering portion while
overcorrecting the destructively interfering portion, due to the asymmetric pattern described
by Equation 4.9-4.12.
For real observations, c0 and c1 are unknown, but α can be directly inverted from the
measurements, by minimizing the standard deviation of the phase velocities measured from
different events. The phase-velocity measurements corrected using the inverted α are shown
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as black lines in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
The correction with inverted α can reduce phase velocity variation to <1% for the cases
with amplitude ratio between the two modes smaller than 0.3. It does, however, introduce a
small but systematic bias into the averaged phase velocity. This bias is less than 0.5% even
when the interfering wave has an amplitude of 30% of the main wave.
If the amplitudes of the two modes are more comparable, as in Figure 4.4, the overcor-
rection of the destructively interfering portion becomes significant. Further improvements
of the correction can be achieved by discarding the measurements associated with the most
destructively interfering portion, where ∇2A is positive. This is reasonable in observed data,
as destructive interference produces small amplitudes that leads to low signal to noise ratio
(SNR) measurements.
The black lines in Figure 4.4 depict the correction with α inverted using only the mea-
surements with negative ∇2A. The improvement after the correction is significant, with
the systematic bias even smaller than the bias from the theoretical α obtained from Equa-
tion 4.16. The bias, in the extreme case with the amplitude ratio being 0.9, is less than
1.5%, as compared to 4.5% in the original uncorrected measurements.
For real earthquakes, the amplitude ratio between 1T and 0T is variable for each event,
depending on the source mechanism, the structure along the path, and possibly how the
waveforms are windowed for analysis. We perform another synthetic test to simulate this
situation. Fifty events are generated with random A1/A0 ratios ranging from 0.3 to 0.7.
Phase and amplitude are measured at a random epicentral distance between 20 and 160
degrees using 5 stations with 10 km spacing to calculate the phase gradient k and amplitude
Laplacian term ∇2A. Measurements with positive ∇2A are discarded. The correction term
α is inverted by minimizing the standard deviation of the corrected phase velocities from all
50 events. The results of this test are shown in the left panel of Figure 4.5. The correction
significantly stabilizes the phase velocity measurements.
We then repeat the test 100 times, and calculate the median values of the phase velocities
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Figure 4.5: Synthetic test with random amplitude ratio and epicentral distance. Left panel:
result from a single test with 50 randomly parameterized events. Blue circles show uncor-
rected phase-velocity measurements, red circles are corrected phase-velocity measurements.
Right panel: histogram of the median phase velocities of corrected (red) and uncorrected
(blue) phase velocities of 100 tests. In both panels, black dashed line show the true phase
velocity.
before and after the correction. The comparison is shown in the right panel of Figure 4.5.
Although still slightly biased (∼0.5%), now to slower velocity, the phase velocity estimation
becomes much more robust and reliable after the correction.
4.3 Application to Synthetic Seismic Data
In order to further verify the robustness of this correction, we apply it to synthetic seismic
datasets generated from two earth models using MINEOS. The receiver locations are shown
in Figure 4.6. This array geometry can provide good estimates of local phase and amplitude
gradients regardless of the incoming wave direction.
The CMT solutions (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) from 29 events with
magnitude larger than 6.5 and depth shallower than 50 km in 2012 are selected to generate
synthetic waveforms. Examples of the synthetic waveforms are shown in Figure 4.7. The
phase and amplitude measurements at the periods of 25-200 s are obtained using the Auto-
mated Surface-Wave Measuring System (Jin and Gaherty , 2015). We use a linear regression
between the phase and the epicentral distance to estimate the phase gradient (apparent phase
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Figure 4.6: Array geometry for the seismic synthetic test in Section 4.3.
velocity), and the amplitude Laplacian term is obtained by fitting a second-order polynomial
to the amplitude as a function of epicentral distance.
The first model we adopt is a continental mantle model appropriate for western North
America (TNA), with a 40-km thick crust (Walck , 1984; Grand and Helmberger , 1984).
The group and phase velocities calculated from the model, along with the amplitude ratios
between the first two overtones and 0T are shown in Figure 4.8. At the 100-s period, the
amplitude ratio between 1T and 0T is around 0.3, which is consistent with the observations
of Foster et al. (2014b) on USArray data.
We first generate a set of waveforms that include only 0T and 1T, which are the main
phases affecting fundamental-mode Love-wave measurements (Nettles and Dziewoński , 2011;
Foster et al., 2014b). The uncorrected and corrected measured phase velocities are shown in
Figure 4.9a, with the median and stardard variation of the phase velocities at each period
shown in the right panel. The variations in phase velocity decreases significantly after the
correction, with the bias in the median phase velocity almost eliminated.
There are some slight discrepancies between these results and the results from the purely
two-plane-wave interference test in Figure 4.5. For example, the velocity variations in the
corrected measurements are larger in the mode-summation synthetic seismic test. This might
be due to ignoring the source radiation pattern for individual events. The radiation pattern
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Figure 4.7: Examples of the synthetic seismograms for different models and mode summa-
tions. The centroid moment tensor of the 6.7Mw earthquake near the Negros, Philippines
on Feb. 6th, 2012 is used to generate the waveforms.











































Figure 4.8: Dispersion curves and amplitude ratios for the continental model and focal
mechanisms used. Left: phase (solid lines) and group (dashed thick lines) velocities of the
fundamental mode and the first two overtones. Right: amplitude ratio of the overtones to
0T, for all events.
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Figure 4.9: Phase-velocity measurements from seismograms calculated using the continental
model, for all qualified events. a) Results for seismograms using only the summation of 0T
and 1T. Left: phase-velocity measurements of individual events at 60-s period. Blue circles
are un-corrected phase velocities, with the median and standard deviation displayed by the
blue errorbar. Red circles and errorbar are for the corrected velocities. Middle: same as
the left panel but for 150-s period. Right: medians and standard deviations of all qualified
phase-velocity measurements at different periods. b) same as a), but for the full synthetic
waveforms (up to 20T). Dashed lines show the true phase velocity of 0T in all panels.
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for Love waves has a 4-θ variation in azimuth for most focal mechanisms. If the azimuth to
the array is close to a nodal plane direction, a significant amplitude variation will exist in
the tangential direction, and the amplitude ratio between 0T and 1T may vary as well. This
variation may still produce some errors in both phase and amplitude gradient estimation,
though it can be partly compensated for by only fitting the phase and amplitude gradients in
the radial direction. Some events have to be excluded in this test if they produce abnormal
phase and amplitude measurements. We exclude those events automatically by requiring a
linear dependence between 1/c2 and ∇2A.
Nevertheless, the improvement from the correction is remarkable. For the periods af-
fected by overtone interference (60-200 s), the standard deviations of the phase velocities are
decreased by up to 90%, and the median-velocity biases are less than 1%.
We then perform the same test on full synthetic waveforms (including up to the 20th
overtones), and the results are very similar, except for the slightly larger variations in both
uncorrected and corrected phase velocities (Figure 4.9b), probably due to the interference
from the second overtone (Figure 4.8).
Compared to continental structure, oceanic mantle models with a high-velocity lid overly-
ing a distinct low-velocity zone can generate larger overtone interference both due to greater
overtone excitation (especially at shorter periods) and less discrepancy between the group
velocities for different modes. We adopt an oceanic velocity model (PA5) from Gaherty et al.
(1996) to perform the same tests, using the same event set. Dispersion curves and amplitude
ratios between the modes calculated using this model are shown in Figure 4.10. In this case,
the group velocities of the fundamental mode and first two overtones (1T and 2T) are similar
at most frequencies, and the amplitudes of 1T and 2T are both comparable to or larger than
0T at periods of less than 100 s.
We first consider synthetic waveforms containing 0T and 1T only. The estimated phase
velocities before and after the correction are shown in Figure 4.11a. The results are more
complicated than for the continental case, as the dominant mode changes with frequency.
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Figure 4.10: Same as Figure 4.8, but for the oceanic model. The horizontal dashed line in
the right panel depict the location where the amplitude ratio equals 1.
At short periods (<50 s), the amplitude of 1T is larger than that of 0T, so the corrected
phase velocity corresponds to 1T; at long periods (>60 s), 0T becomes the dominant mode,
and the corrected phase velocities are for 0T. In the middle bands (∼60 s), the dominant
mode is ambiguous, and the correction does not work in this case.
At 50-s period, although 1T is always larger than 0T for all events, the amplitude ratios
are close to 1. The measured uncorrected phase velocities have small standard deviations but
are obviously biased. This demonstrates the case that when the amplitudes of two interfering
waves are similar, and the majority of the interference cycle is biased to a nearly constant
phase velocity (Figure 4.2c). If the measurements from all the events have epicentral distance
in this portion of the interference cycle, the correction scheme does not work since there is
too little amplitude and/or phase variation observed to improve the consistency between
events.
For both the short-period and the long-period cases, the correction successfully reduces
variance and generally reduces the bias of the phase velocities. At longer periods (80-125 s),
the amplitudes of the two modes are sufficiently close that measurements with positive ∇2A
are discarded, and the corrected phase velocities show an over-correction as in Figure 4.5.
Applying the correction scheme to full synthetic waveforms for the oceanic model pro-
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Figure 4.11: Same as Figure 4.9, but for the oceanic model. The dashed lines in the left
panels depict the true phase velocity of 1T, while the dashed lines in the middle panels show
that of 0T.
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duces similar results (Figure 4.11b), but with larger scatter and uncertainty due to the
complexity of the interference. For Love-wave propagation in such structures, both 1T and
2T provide strong interference for 0T, with 1T generally about 2 times larger than 2T, but
both significantly larger that 0T at periods < 50 s. Although the quasi-Helmholtz correction
is designed to work with only two interfering waves, it is able to stabilize the phase-velocity
estimates considerably even in this multi-mode case, converging to robust estimates for 1T
at short periods (25-50 s), and for 0T at long periods (>100 s). In both period bands, the
standard deviation after correction is larger than the two-mode case, and the bias at long
period remains as high as 2%.
4.4 Discussion
We have developed a quasi-Helmholtz data-processing scheme for reducing or removing bias
and uncertainty in Love-wave phase-velocity measurement that arises due to multi-mode
interference. The synthetic tests presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 suggest that the efficacy
of the correction is dependent on the relative amplitudes of the dominant mode branches,
with the algorithm becoming increasingly ineffective as the mode amplitudes converge to a
common value. The amplitude ratio between 0T and its overtones are determined by the
source excitation, propagation path, structure near the receiver, and the details of the window
function applied to isolate surface-wave energy during the measurement. For realistic 1D
Earth models, the relative amplitudes vary substantially between models and as a function
of frequency. While it is commonly the case (and generally assumed) that the fundamental
mode is the dominant branch, there can be cases where this is not true, and the algorithm
allows for this circumstance, as demonstrated in Section 4.3. In these cases, the c0 and c1
terms are swapped in the quasi-Helmholtz correction equations, with the inversion for alpha
resulting in a negative value. This works under the assumption that 1T > 0T for all events
at a given frequency; synthetic calculation of the mode amplitudes for assumed source depth
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and excitation and propagation models can guide the event selection and inversion in these
cases.
Application of this analysis to real data is the subject of a future paper, but the syn-
thetic tests presented here suggest a number of considerations that will be important for
successful application. First, strong lateral heterogeneity distorts the surface wavefield,
causing interference between the waves traveling along adjacent paths (multi-pathing ef-
fect). This interference produces a much larger Laplacian term for the amplitude field than
the overtone interference does, as the multi-pathing interference wavelength is much smaller
than that of the dual-mode interference. α for the intra-branch interference is 1 (Lin and
Ritzwoller , 2011), but is usually larger than 10 for the same-path dual-mode interference
(Equation 4.16), which implies the amplitude variation from the multi-pathing effect may
significant affect the dual-mode correction. Multi-pathing between mode branches would
further add to the complexity. Despite this, observations of interference patterns within the
heterogeneous North American continent (Foster et al., 2014b) that are clearly consistent
with the multimode interference modeled here imply that these effects can still be discerned
through the presence of multipathing.
A second difficulty that real-data application may encounter is the low resolution and
high noise level in the amplitude Laplacian term estimation. In order to obtain the second-
order gradient of the amplitude field, 3-5 times more stations are required compared to the
first-order gradient calculation (Lin and Ritzwoller , 2011; Jin and Gaherty , 2015). The finite
difference calculation also introduces short-wavelength noise that has to be suppressed by ag-
gressive smoothing (Jin and Gaherty , 2015). As a result, the correction should be applied to
data from relatively homogeneous areas over which amplitude variations are smooth, and/or
it should be used only over large spatial areas where the smoothed amplitude Laplacian
accurately characterizes the large-scale average variations in amplitude behavior. A dense
distribution of stations is important to robustly estimate this term as well.
Finally, the synthetic tests demonstrate that while the quasi-Helmholtz correction clearly
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improves single-branch phase velocity estimates, notable bias in the final measurements
still remain, even for relatively clean and simple synthetic examples. In some cases, the
remaining bias is larger than the standard deviation in the corrected phase velocity estimates
(Figures 4.10, 4.11a). For this reason, applications of this approach to real data should
utilize highly conservative estimates for the error in the phase velocity estimates when they
are utilized in subsequent analysis, inversion, or interpretation. This reflects the fact that,
regardless of the efficacy of any particular analysis scheme, the estimates of phase velocity
from a waveform with strong mode interference are significantly less certain than those made
in the presence of little or no interference. Based on our synthetic tests, we expect that
standard errors of at least 1% of the phase velocity should be assumed prior to subsequent
interpretation.
4.5 Conclusion
Array-based Love-wave phase-velocity measurements can be significantly biased by the in-
terference of the fundamental mode and overtones. We develop a strategy to correct this
bias, by taking advantage of the coherence between the apparent phase velocity and the am-
plitude Laplacian term. The correction has a similar form to the Helmholtz equation, except
that the amplitude correction term is multiplied by a constant α. The value of α can be
either estimated from a reference velocity model or inverted from the data. Synthetic tests
show that the correction significantly reduces the variation of phase velocity measurements
due to overtone interference, and moves the average value closer to the true phase velocity.
However, careful data selection and array design are needed to apply it to real data.
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In this dissertation, we develop several new surface-wave measuring methods and apply them
on different datasets to understand local tectonic structures.
In Chapter 2, we develop the Automated Surface-Wave Measuring System (ASWMS),
which can retrieve surface-wave phase velocities from dense-array data without human inter-
vention. We produce robust Rayleigh-wave phase-velocity maps of the US continent at the
periods of 20-100s using the USArray data, and work with IRIS to provide weekly-updated
results for the scientific community and the general public. The phase-velocity maps clearly
outline the major geological structures in the US continent. The spectral analysis of these
maps implies that in the upper mantle, thermal variation affects shear velocity more than
compositional variations.
In Chapter 3, we apply surface-wave analysis in the region near the D’Entrecasteaux
Islands, Papua New Guinea. We retrieve phase-velocity variations using both ambient-noise
and earthquake signals. The phase velocities in a broad period range (10-60 s) are inverted
for the shear-velocity structure in the crust and the upper mantle. The results imply the
existence of un-exhumed crustal material and/or partial melt in the shallow mantle west of
the most recently exhumed UHP rocks on Goodenough Island.
In Chapter 4, we focus on the effect of Love-wave overtone interference on the array-
based phase-velocity measurements. We simulate the interference pattern by two plane
waves travelling together at different phase velocities. We also develop a correction scheme
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that can significantly reduce the phase-velocity bias and variance due to the interference.
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